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BOOK REVIEWS
Craig Kallendorf, The Other Virgil: Pessimistic Readings of the
Aeneid in Parly Modem Culture. Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2007. Pp. xiii + 252. $90.00.
Reviewed by Anna Battigelli, SUNY Plattsburgh

>7 yne of the greatest challenges contemporary scholars face in
f ^/interpreting post-Reformation English literature is accurately
— perceiving how Virgil might have been read and taught before the
horrors of World War II forced pessimistic readings of the Aeneid to become
commonplace. It is therefore heartening to see a number of recent studies
that responsibly demonstrate the pervasiveness of dark readings of Virgil
among so-called "Augustans." Richard Thomas led the way in this reconceptualization with his Virgil and the Augustan Reception (Cambridge University
Press, 2001), and Tanya Caldwell's Virgil Made English: The Decline of Classical
Authority (Palgrave, 2008) further enriches our understanding of Virgil's
English and colonial American reception. Both of these texts demonstrate
convincingly how historical contingencies might have led seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century readers to see Virgil's ironies as complicating, without
erasing, pro-imperial readings of the Aeneid. Craig Kallendorf s The Other
Virgil: Pessimistic Readings ofthe Aeneid in Early ModemCulture provides an even
broader sweep, beginning in early fifteenth-century Italy and concluding in
Napoleonic France. For him, "pessimistic" readings of
AeneidRvrt. long
co-existed with more optimistic readings—though they have rarely been
popular.
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Kallendorf s new historicist study is divided into three parts—"Marginalization," "Colonization," and "Revolution"—with each suggesting ways
Virgil was appropriated to signal both national triumphalism and skepticism
simultaneously. The study begins with an overview of the commanding role
Virgil held within European schools, with the Aeneid providing a positive
model for imperial expansion and national self-definition. Though there is
nothing wrong with pro-imperial readings of Virgil's text, Kallendorf argues
rightly that they are incomplete. His evidence begins with early modern
criticism of Aeneas's shortcomings, which led readers to see beyond
straightforwardly encomiastic readings of the poem. Having established the
possibility that one might criticize Virgil's hero, Kallendorf then sorts
through the adaptations, echoes, and allusions to the Aeneid to demonstrate
that comparing someone to Aeneas is at best a complicated form of praise
and often also serves to call the subject into question. Such a ploy appears
in the Sphortias, the unpublished epic account of Francesco Sforza by the
Italian humanist scholar, Francesco Filelfo (1398-1481). As Kallendorf puts
it, "imitating the Aeneid.. .oiktcd the oppormnity to express reservations
about a protagonist at the same time as the poet praised his accomplish
ments" (50). like Aeneas, Sforza is a foreigner who marries the sovereign's
daughter; like Aeneas, Sforza encourages his troops. But where Aeneas
knows to address his men, a despairing Sforza must be encouraged to do so
by his wife. Sforza thus appears even weaker than his Vitgilian original. What
emerges is a complex contest between Sforza and Filelfo, the "perennial
outsider, someone whose personal situation and character brought him near
the rich and famous men of his day, yet left him always feeling like the mar
ginalized Other" (63). That Sforza failed to patronize Fdelfo's epicis perhaps
not surprising.
In "Colonialism," Kallendorf turns to three texts: Alonso de ErciUa's
LaAraucana (1589) (an account of the Spanish conquest of Chile in which
ErciUa himself took part); William Shakespeare's The Tempest (IGXO—l1); and
Sor Juana Ines de la Cmz's lyrics. Here Kallendorf insists on the polycentric
nature of Virgil's Aeneid in which
different points of view, represented by different characters,
coexist side by side, autonomous and able to conflict without any
one of them overcoming or annulling any of the others. This
recognizes the power over the reader that is exercized by Dido,
Turnus, Mezentius, and Camilla as well as Aeneas; as Richard
Thomas notes, "Virgil remains unblinking in sustaining his focus
on the exceptions, on those who lose and die." (74)
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Drawing on Michel de Certeau's interest in hearing the voice of the Other,
Kallendorf explores fictional accounts of the new world for their competing
voices. On the one hand, Ercilla's La Araucana is "a poem written in praise
of Philip II, with ihtAeneidas intertext supporting Ercilla's imperial project"
(90-91). On the other hand, however, the Others within this text complicate
such a reading by enabling anti-imperial readings (90—91). Similarly,
Kallendorf claims that "Shakespeare takes from Virgil not the precise
substance of his colonial vision, but the process by which imperialism is
questioned and qualified by 'further voices' that emerge in the drama" (110).
Though the claim that Caliban's voice is the voice of the colonial Other is
not new, Kallendorf s demonstration of the role of theAeneidin strengthen
ing that reading is significant. The dark closure of Shakespeare's comedy
echoes the similarly distressing conclusion of Virgil's epic. By avoiding the
rage to which Aeneas succumbs in avenging Pallas's death, Prospero restores
a kind of order, though this order is in turn challenged by the prospect of his
return to Milan, where renewed power struggles await him. The brief section
on Sor Juana looks at "Alma que al fin se rinde al Amore resistido, en
alegorfa de la ruina de Troya" ("Soul that at the end gives in to the resisted
Love, in allegory of the ruin of Troy"), which rewrites Aeneid. There, Sor
Juana not only sympathizes with Dido but identifies with her and validates
the decision to succumb to love. Here we begin to see inversions of Virgil's
text intended less to expose the multiplicity of points of view than to validate
the voice of the Other.
The final section tided "Revolution" draws heavily on Hayden White's
claim that historical narratives are "verbal fictions, the contents of which are
as much invented as found' (173). Kallendorf quotes J ean Howard's claim that
the universe is "textualized," a place in which "literature participates in
historical processes and in the political management of reality" ("New
Historicism in Renaissance Smdies," in Arthur Kinney, ed.. Renaissance
Historicism [University of Massachusetts Press, 1987], 15). John Milton's
Paradise Lost (1667) "must be read in the same way as sinners move through
a fallen world: dynamically, and attentively, for appearances often deceive the
unwary. The story of Paradise Lost is also the story of the Aeneid, and one of
the attentive reader's jobs is to figure out how pagan poetry can support
Christian truth" (159). Adam, not Christ and not Satan, is the new Aeneas,
though the epic's Virgilian echoes frequently encourage associations between
Aeneas and the latter two figures. For KaUendorf, Milton is, as Howard
Erskine-Hill puts it, both a "political republican" and a "metaphysical
royalist," deferring to the restored monarchy while warning that it proceed
with caution, just as Virgil had cautioned Augustus (168). As with the
discussion of Tie Tempest, such a reading is not new, butit is refreshed by the
acknowledgment of Milton's pessimistic reading of Virgil.
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Early Americans identified with Aeneas and the Trojans and therefore
the Aeneid was a key text in American grammar schools and colleges. Thus,
when Joel Barlow (1754-1812) decided to write about the American
Revolution in his epic.The Vision of Columbus (1787; revised as The Columbiad
in 1807), "he was profoundly affected by his decision to view his subject
through the lens of Virgilian epic" (176). In the Vision, Montexuma, like
Turnus, concedes defeat and pleads for mercy, but like Tumus, he is killed,
calling into question the Christian mercy of the Spanish. Shortly later, it is the
Peruvian ruler, Manco Capac, who imitates Aeneas, but unlike Aeneas he
succeeds in quelling his fury and forgiving his foe. Kallendorf notes that
"when the 'savages' replay the plot of the Aeneid, they show the Europeans
how it should have been done" (181). But if Barlow exposes the cost of
colonizing the new world, he nevertheless believes in imperial "progress,"
which he sees as culminating in the American Revolution. When he revised
the Columbiad, he intensified the links to
Aeneid, further complicating his
epic. When Kallendorf turns to Victor Alexandre Chretien Le Plat du
Temple's Virile en Trance, a parody of the Aeneid, he sees it as a story about
the French Revolution. Le Plat's Aeneas is a republican and his mission is to
set up a new government. Perhaps predictably, Napoleon had his agents
seize aU the copies.
Kallendorf has an engaging prose style and an impressive command of
his material. One might ask for more forceful and fully developed conclu
sions to the readings he presents, especially because they are interesting
readings. The study's narrative sweep has a breathless momentum, as if there
were no time to linger on the significance of a given text. But that sweep is
also part of the point: pessimistic readings of Virgil abound. That such
readings often tend to crop up in literary failures does not deny their
existence. And significantly, great works also share and are enriched by
pessimistic readings of Virgil. Kallendorf s survey is highly readable, and it
sets the stage for serious attention to the complexity of Virgilian allusion,
adaptation, and translation in both post-Reformation England and colonial
America.
*
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Gillian Darley,John Evelyn: Livingfor Ingenuity. New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2007. Pp. xiv + 416. $40.00.
Reviewed by Linda A. Pollock, Tulane University
John Evelyn, the diarist. It is hard to uncouple these phrases. Evelyn lived
from 1620 to 1706, experiencing the momentous political upheavals of the
seventeenth century and commenting on these in his long, exceptionally
informative diary. This is one of our major sources of knowledge about
seventeenth-century England, but not about Evelyn himself. His diary is
more a repository for the comments of a detached observer of events than
an opportunity for self-scrutiny. The mea culpas of a Samuel Pepys or a
James Boswell are missing. Gillian Darley's goal in her new biography is to
bring to life the human being who produced not just the lengthy diary but
voluminous other writings as well. Using the immense archive of Evelyn's
papers now lodged at the British Library, Darley seeks to present a new
image of Evelyn as an integral part of the early modern intellectual commu
nity and as a man hungry for knowledge. Where the Victorians saw a
pedantic, patronizing individual, Darley sees a curious man, eager to uncover,
learn, and document all that was new and who realized in full his motto of
"look into everything, keep the best."
Darley briefly recounts Evelyn's early life as the second son of a
propertied family, largely brought up by his step-grandparents. After
completing his education at Oxford, Evelyn set off on a grand tour abroad.
Although always a royalist, he played a minimal role in the civil war, spending
most of the war years in Europe. He spent his time visiting such wondrous
places as zoos (he was particularly entranced by elephants), a synagogue, and
a Jewish cemetery (carefully extracting visible pages from entombed books
in one grave), and was deeply interested in well laid out towns, beautiful
gardens, architecturally outstanding buildings, and chemistry. On a return
trip to Paris in 1646, his attention was also grabbed by Mary Browne, the
twelve-year-old daughter of the English resident in Paris, Richard Browne.
The couple married in 1647; Evelyn then returned to England alone and did
not see his wife again for two years. This proved to be a long and contented
match, most of it spent at the Browne estate of Sayes Court. The couple had
eight children, although only one, Susanna, outlived her parents.
Being the head of a household concentrates the mind wonderfully. No
more the carefree traveler, drinking in all Europe had to offer, instead with
a pregnant wife en route from France and a home in need of renovation,
Evelyn had to make a living. He decided against the law and tried his hand,
unsuccessfully, at dramatic comedy and poetry before mrning to publishing
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translations. Indefatigable and inquisitive, he also transformed himself into
a scholar, voraciously reading ancient texts as well as books on gardening,
science, and anything else that piqued his interest. By the 1650s, his
prodigious learning was recognked by his contemporaries. He was a
founding member of the Royal Society. His fellow members persuaded him
to write a history of the trades and, although the book was never completed,
this task gave him stams in this intellectual group.
Sjka (1664), the first book to bear the imprint of Royal Society, is
Evelyn's best known publication. Along with assessing the state of nation's
timber—an indispensable commodity for a country at war—and providing
a practical monthly gardening guide, Evelyn made the caseforan enlightened
transformation of the countryside, urging landowners to cultivate trees and
woodland culture for profit and pleasure. Evelyn's other published works
illustrate his wide ranginginterests. 'Pumijugum (1661) showed how London's
polluted atmosphere could be substantially improved by a program of public
works to remove sooty air and surround the city with a swathe of nature,
devoted to scented plants. Sculptura (1662) supplied an account of the history
and practice of sculpture, medal making, and engraving. His post-fire urban
renewal plan, lj)ndinium 'Redivivum (1666, unpublished), laid out his vision of
a clean and handsome city, in which every aspect of the infrastructure was
improved—from transport, to waste disposal, even down to the type of
water pipe. The plan, alas, was too expensive and difficult to be imple
mented. His work on coins, Numismata, appeared in 1697. Some of these
works were visionary and, even if not entirely novel, brought together the
newest ideas and the most up-to-date information of the day. Others,
however, were rambling, disorganized works.
Evelyn was a borrower of other people's ideas and findings. The
breadth of his interests made it hard for him to contain his reading and note
taking in order to produce more. Many of Evelyn's scholarly projects were
not completed. His history of the Dutch wars fell by the wayside. His life of
Margaret Blagge was not published in his lifetime. Ejysium Britannkum, his
magnus opus, which sought to be a new tjqje of gardening work that
combined practical knowledge with piety and which would take the "soule
and spirits of man" to new heights, amounted to a thousand loosely
organized pages at his death. As Darley phrases it, Evelyn was "informed and
perceptive, prolix and undisceming" (179).
The world of learning did not supply the growing Evelyn family with
sufficient funds, particularly as expensive law suits were required to re
establish title to Sayes Court after the Restoration. Evelyn by the 1660s was
in need of a larger income and sought public office. He became a Commis
sioner for prisoners of war, sick, and wounded. He was hardworking and
successful and his effort led to other offices. He limited his collecting
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because of the costs and topped up his finances by selling land and buying
stock in the East India company. Despite his success and diligence, he found
public life stressful. Domestic Ufe, house renovation, garden building and the
Royal Society were much greater sources of pleasure and contentment
Evelyn's talented wife, Mary, with her superior linguistic and drawing skiUs
and dry wit, was both devoted to him and an intellectual match for him.
Mary, however, did not appear to fulfill Evelyn's deep spiritual needs.
He embarked on a "spiritual friendship" with Margaret Blagge, a devout
maid of honor, thirty-three years his junior, who had sought his assistance
with financial matters. Evelyn had been dedicated to the moral upbringing
and education of his wife when they were first married and now he had the
gift of another young woman to mold. This platonic relationship, along with
Evelyn's home life with Mary, have been well covered in Frances Harris's
Transformations of Ijove: The Friendship of John Fveljn and Margaret Godolphin
(Oxford University Press, 2002). Evelyn was decidedly not enchanted with
women who evaded his control. In August 1685, Elizabeth Evelyn, one
month shy of her eighteenth birthday and newly married, lay dying from
smallpox. Her father, irate at her undutiful elopement, had already disowned
her and regarded the disease as a punishment from God for her sins.
We praise Evelyn for his writings and the valuable information they
provide. It is hard to praise the man himself. He did not fight in the wars
that engulfed his country, he married a woman so young that he could shape
her as he saw fit, he embarked on a peculiar friendship with a young maid of
honor, and he turned his back on a dying daughter. He was a man described
by one of his closest friends as conceited, whose patron Godolphin did not
supply the much needed and pleaded for patronage, whose seraphic friend
did not invite him to, nor even tell him of, her marriage, and whose own
daughter eloped rather than tell him she had fallen in love. Intelligent,
curious, and knowledgeable, certainly, but also deficient in some way. It is
typical to point to Evelyn's lack of discipline, but he possessed discipline, in
the sense of moral rectitude and conscientious performance of duty, aplenty.
What he lacked was intellectual rigor, warm humanity, and a sense of
whimsy.
Darley opted to present a chronological survey of Evelyn's life and
activities. If the subject is long-lived, merely summarizing a life takes a lot of
space. The format leaves no time or place to delve into some of his ideas, so
that Evelyn's famed intellectual curiosity often seems superficial. The
narrative is brisk, but the details msh on pell-meU.There are many potentially
intriguing topics that this reviewer would liked to have seen explored more.
For example, given the interest of early modem historians in patronage,
much more could be made of Evelyn's desperate and ineffectual search for
patronage from Sidney Godolphin, Commissioner at the Treasury. Evelyn's
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life should also encourage us to rethink the gendered image we have of the
past, a male pubUc world and a female private one. Whenever this binary has
been critiqued, it has been from the perspective that women were part of the
public arena. It seems, however, that if Evelyn's preferences are typical, we
have failed to appreciate the attractions and importance of the domestic for
men.

Vera J. Camden, ed., Trauma and Transformation: The Political
Progress of John Bunyan. Stanford: Stanford University Press,
2008. Pp. xiv + 185. $55.00.
Reviewed by Catie Gill, Loughborough University
These scholarly essays, fruits of the 2001 Bunyan Triennial conference, aim
to explore the "religious, cultural, and psychological lives" of John Bunyan
and his contemporaries (4). This is a broad ranging collection, bringing
together key scholars' work in eight closely written essays and an introduc
tion by Vera Camden that illustrates both the culturally privileged position
of Bunyan and his representative quality as a man of his age.
This book is a rewarding read on a number of levels. It contains essays
that boldly sketch Bunyan's life and times in fresh, often innovative ways.
Sharon Achinstein, for instance, warns against accepting the common view
that religious radicals necessarily sided with William III in the so-called
glorious revolution of 1688. Roger Pooley has carefully and convincingly
analy2ed various usages of the term "antinomian," and the effect of this
study is that scholars will be able now to identify when usage of the term is
orthodox. I imagine that this will become a much-quoted essay. Michael
Davis's article, primarily through analysis of verbal puns, argues that
Bunyan's writing evidences a compulsive urge to invoke sexual themes, an
urge that Davis takes as a sign of Bunyan's conviction that sexual desire
should be stigmatized in order to prompt reform in the reader. Each of these
three essays, then, conveys an engaging argument.
The essays by MargaretJ. M. EzeU and Thomas H. Luxon demonstrate
how Bunyan is an interface between literary and culmral history. Specifically,
they question how fully sectarian writers such as Bunyan radicalized
approaches to gender and sexuality. EzeU uses the perspective of two
Quakers—James Blackley and George Whitehead—to examine Bunyan's
motivations in a case that was potentiaUy scandalous and which was
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discxissed in controversy literature. Ezell perceptively demonstrates that
slandered individuals will be condemned in equal measure for their sexual
and religious unconventionality. Luxon's essay explores sexual politics from
another angle. It challenges the view—^which William HaUer offered in an
essay that, though a half century old, remains influential—that people were
primed by religious discourse to anticipate companionship from their spouse.
Luxon argues that, in fact, pre-Reformation ideas about the sinfulness of
sexuality were residually evident in accounts of marriage, and that any
idealism was undercut by commonsense reactions to troubled relationships.
So cogent a theory, so well substantiated: this essay is a welcome contribu
tion to debates about the family and about sexuality in the early modern
period.
Vera Camden's expertise in psychoanalytic criticism is also evident in
this volume. In addition, Camden has generously granted space to counter
arguments that challenge both her own methodology and that embraced by
Peter L. Rudnytsky, who offers in chapter 2, "Dissociation and Decapita
tion," a psychoanalytic reading of the regicide. David Norbrook's remarks
on Rudnytsky's essay aptly identify the problems associated with applying a
Freudian model to complex historical events. Rudnytsky's reading, in which
regicide is a violent reaction to the law of the father, an enactment of
Oedipal rage, reduces events to a primal drama; even more problematically,
by assuming that a king rules by a natural authority that is analogous to
fatherhood, the psychoanalytic framework positions all rebellion as
unnatural. Norbrook's critique of the shortcomings of applying psychoanaly
sis to historical events seems, in the end, more convincing than Rudnjrtsky's
essay.
This volume is most striking in its representation of Bunyan studies as
diverse, engaged, and sophisticated in its varied methodologies. Trauma and
Tranrformation is a volume of such interest precisely because it stages debates
that are current within the academy, showing how contested the historical
narrative both of Bunyan's life and of his times remains. As we read this
volume, then, we are reminded that our readings of seventeenth-century
radicalism participate in a dialogue between past and present. Where there
are now differences of opinion about, for instance, what the regicide
symbolized, because there are disagreements as to the valency of Sigmund
Freud's model, during Bunyan's lifetime there was even more invested in
writing political history. The fundamental differences in theways these critics
approach the task of exploring Bunyan, then, make this volume all the better.
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D. N. DeLuna, ed., assisted by Perry Anderson and Glenn
Burgess, The Political Imagination in History: Esscys Concerning
J, G. A. Pocock. Baltimore: Owlworks, 2006. Pp. x + 274. $29.95.
Reviewed by Patricia B, Craddock, University of Florida
The editor of this volume has assembled a varied and highly distinguished
group of contributors, including J. G. A. Pocock himself. In her introduc
tion, D. N. DeLuna says righdy that "the contributors to the present volume
interpret and interrogate Pocock's writings from a variety of historical and
literary perspectives" and then adds wrongly that"the result is a comprehen
sive appraisal of his oeuvre" (1). Most of the essays, insofar as they deal with
Pocock's work at all, focus on either The Machiavellian Moment (Princeton
University Press, 1975) or The Ancient Constitution and the Feudal Taw
(Cambridge University Press, 1957), with or without consideration of
Pocock's various comments on his own methods. Barbarism and Religion (4
vols., Cambridge University Press, 1999—2005) and The Discovey of Islands
(Cambridge University Press, 2005) are each discussed by only one contribu
tor. The point, of course, is not that the editor exaggerates, but that a single
scholar or scholarly volume would be hard put to consider, much less
comprehensively appraise, Pocock's extraordinary body of work. Neverthe
less, the focus on the earlier, already much discussed works is somewhat
disappointing, particularly since several of the contributors have chosen to
write an alternative account of political developments in the period of their
interest, linking it to Pocock by supposing that the narratives he has given are
incompatible with the narratives they propose. The worst example of this
problem is the essay by the editor herself, called "Topical Satire Read Back
into Pocock's Neo-Harringtonian Moment." Its argument relies on the
assumption that Pocock was incapable of noticing irony, an error obvious to
anyone who knows Pocock or his work, and the more dangerous assumption
that texts can be interpreted as ironic without any dropping of the ironic
mask by the author or recognition of the irony by contemporaries.
The first section, however, called "Contexts," features essays by two
authors who carefully state that they are unlike Pocock in that they are not
historians. Perhaps because there is no tinge of competition, of clearing
Pocock out of space they want for their own historical perspectives, both
essays provide insights into Pocock's methods and achievements that are
valuable to a wide variety of readers. Gordon Schochet uses an autobio
graphical approach to examine how a political scientist such as himself has
experienced and profited from Pocock's work. "It was from The Ancient
Constitution, more than any other work, that I learned...how to read 'old
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books.'" One "ought not attempt to understand the history of political
thought by reading its basic texts as if they had just rolled off the
presses...and/or by assuming that there is a recoverable conversation across
the ages among a collection of major thinkers and philosophers about a
series of 'enduring' questions" (15-16). This observation seems to me a good
key to Pocock's oeuvre in general: an attempt, sometimes explained as a
search for "paradigms" or "languages," to understand "old books" in the
particularity of their pasmess but not as the "Ancients" of Gibbon's day
believed they could understand the classics, that is, as texts requiring no
contexts because of their universal significance. Schochet goes on to
distinguish his practice as a political scientist, which is "in contradistinction
to proper historians.. .rather more to use history than to do it" (12). He has
learned from Pocock that "historical thinking—^thinking about the nature
and place of the past" (19) was important to Stuart politicians and historians
and goes on to discuss how constimtionalism today differs from, yet relates
to, the constimtionalism of the seventeenth cenmry.
Robert D. Hume sets himself the task of looking not at "agreement (or
disagreement) with [Pocock's] particular conclusions [about intellecmal his
tory]" but rather at "the validity and fumre utility of his methodology" (27).
As a theater historian and "a theorist of context reconstmction," he has no
"personal stake in the disagreements" about the results of Pocock's methods
or even about the value of those methods, or at least of his statements about
them (28). Consequently, and to my mind very ably, Hume devotes his essay
to describing Pocock's assumptions and methods. He starts with two
statements on the subject by Pocock, includes an examination of criticisms
directed at Pocock and other members of the "Cambridge School," and
compares their approach with Begriffsgeschichte (29). His final description of
Pocock's assumptions and methods is worth quoting at some length:
First.. .verbal meaning can usually be established with fait
assurance. Second.. .such meanings can in many cases legitimately
be compared across substantial gaps in time. The essence of the
method is a highly localized kind of close reading carried out with
particular concern for iUocutionary intentions....[1]he method
involves analytic comparison, either within a relatively brief timefirame or across gaps in time and from country to country This
kind of reading presumes the feasibility of analysis and application
of the circumstances, outlook, and motivations of both writer and
audience(s), though more in the realm of ideas than personal
biography. (53)
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Hume concludes that Pocock's methods stand up "astonishingly well" (54)
after nearly half a cenmry of use, and though his results cannot be proved to
the point of incontrovertibility, they also demonstrate that as readers of
historical texts, we can avoid "crippling ourselves" (55) by giving up
examination of the author's and original readers' sense of what those texts
meant and did.
Part II of the volume is entided, not very reveahngly, "Political
Language." Both Michael McKeon and D. N. DeLuna want to correct what
they see as Pocock's mistakes about the role of "civic humanism" in
seventeenth-century English political thought. McKeon carefully andlucidly
shows that several of the texts in which Pocock finds language that reflects
civic humanist concerns can be equally well or even better explained as using
the language in question only because it is commonplace in the period.
McKeon acknowledges that commonplaces themselves "are aids to thought
and expression that communicate values so fundamental to the common
culmre as to be inteUigible across a very broad semantic range of applica
tions" (85). But he thinks that Pocock, and indeed all those who discuss such
matters, should carefully distinguish between these culmraUy significant
commonplaces as such and the same commonplaces when they imply
specific ideologies. His essay seems to me to make a valuable point for some
purposes, but not necessarily to permit exactly the kind of "multivalent and
ambiguous" (Pocock quoted by McKeon, 84) analysis—or rather,
narrative—that Pocock is attempting to tease out of the documents and their
contexts. And McKeon's final paragraph suggests that, like DeLuna, he has
an interpretative agenda that is incompatible with what he sees as Pocock's
insistence on the sole or special significance of civic humanism.
Both J. A. W. Gunn and Glenn Burgess, the authors of the other two
essays in Part 11, seem interested in discussing the historiography of early
modern British political thought as it has appeared in the last half of the
twentieth century. Gunn, however, assumes that the reader is as well versed
in the texts and authors of that period as he is himself and mminates about
them in a manner that can be opaque despite many enlightening moments.
One of the latter is his comment about the "claim.. .that there might be but
one paradigm regnant, sovereign-like, at any one time or place Pocock
seems to have been ill served by at least two of the claimants for his 'all or
nothing' view. He seems, in fact, never to have held it" (116). Gunn is more
interested than any other contributor in considering whether Pocock is
advocating civic humanism or simply describing it, devoting much of the
second section of his essay to this question without reaching a decision.
Burgess, on the other hand,supports a clear and useful thesis about Pocock's
work. "From his earliest work on 'the common law mind' to his most recent
on Gibbon, Pocock's subject matter has been the ways in which people in
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the past think about time," that is, as Pocock himself put it, about "an image
of the past and its relation to the present" (179; quoting from Pocock's "The
Treaty between Histories," in Histories, Power and Loss:Uses ofthe Past-—A New
Zealand Commentary, ed. Andrew Sharp and Paul McHugh [Bridget Williams
Books, 2001]). Burgess finds clear and possibly controversial ways of
pinpointing the precise importance of Pocock's work that do not simply
debate the interpretation of particular texts. For example, he sees The Ancient
Constitution and the Feudal Law as "essentially an account of the contested
emergence (and equally contested endurance) of what has come to be known
as the Whig interpretation of history" (180). Burgess spends the latter
sections of his essay supporting this specific appraisal by some historical
analysis of his own, which neither defends nor attacks Pocock's work, but
rather complements it. This thoughtful and genial essay can be recom
mended to all readers of Pocock's work, including Gibbonians and New
Zealanders.
The last section of the book contains J. C. D. Clark's 'T3arbarism or
Religion," which, as he states in a note, "began Hfe as an appreciation of the
first two volumes" of Pocock's Barbarism and Pjeligion, itself bom of Pocock's
interest in Edward Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (1776—88).
Clark's essay is much expanded, both conceptually and chronologically, from
its modest beginning. Clark analyzes—critically but essentially favorably—the
schools of twentieth-century historiography that have competed with what
Clark calls the '"Anglo-New Zealand' school conjured up by the word
'Cambridge'" (213). He credits Pocock with restoring two important areas
of discourse to historians' attention; law and religion. Clark criticizes most
"contextuahsts" for appealing primarily to the "context" of quite familiar
texts. The sub-school he objects to "often silently rninimizes or excludes the
themes captured in Pocock's title, 'barbarism' (monarchy?) and 'religion'"
(215). He observes, importantly, that Pocock "has not urged a single model
over the decades" (219). Gibbon, for instance, "is located.. .in an intellectual
landscape much more diverse than that which Pocock first encountered in
the 1950s" (221). This highly readable and rewarding essay covers more
territory than any other in the volume, not excluding the contribution by
Pocock himself. Pocock's essay is the first print publication of a talk he gave
in 1978 at a conference celebrating the publication of Commons Debates: 1628
(Yale University Press, 1978) and the 350th anniversary of the Petition of
Right. Even to readers not specifically concerned with seventeenth-century
British history, the talk is valuable as a model of "highly localized kind of
close readingcarried out with particular concern forillocutionary intentions"
(53), which Robert Hume pinpoints as necessary to Pocock's method. But
still more interestingly, the talk is prefaced by some comments by its author
on the value of returning to it today. First, the material itself:
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The Debates of 1628 are the narrative of a political happening....
The orators.. .are declaring their distress and anger, and arriving
at a spoken consensus as to what the anger is about. At the same
time they are trying...to use speech so as to get the king and his
ministers to meet them in speech and use language which will
permit a union of minds The...record, furthermore, is informal,
and speech is recorded in informal simations. The gap between
rhetoric and conversation narrows [T]here is a case for studying
not only speech but the language in which speech is conducted.
From this we may learn, not only what the speakers meant to say,
but what they meant without saying it and said without meaning
to. (232)

In his distinguished career, Pocock has not often had the advantage of
records of speech, but he has always tried, often successfully, to "learn, not
only what the [writers] meant to say, but what they meant without saying it
and said without meaning to."

David B. Ruderman, Connecting the Covenants: Judaism and the
Search for Christian Identity in Eighteenth-Centuty England.
Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2007. Pp. viii +
143. $55.00.
Eeviewed hy Heidi Kaufman, University of Delaware
In his previous, groundbreaking study,Jemsh Enlightenment in an English Kgi:
Anglo-Jemy's Construction of ModemJewish Thought (Princeton University Press,
2000), David B. Ruderman opened up and reframed important debates about
modern Jewish history in England. By looking at undersmdied or littleknown figures like David Levi and Abraham ben Naphtali Tang, Ruderman
shed new Ught on the inteUecmal history of English Jews, of their paths
toward modernity, and of the process he calls "the Englishing of Jewish
culture" in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Ruderman's more
recent work. Connecting the Covenants:Judaism and the Search for Christian Identity)
in Eighteenth-Century England, is a welcome counterpart to his earlier project.
Connecting the Covenants explores the convergence of two events in the
late seventeenth and early eighteenth cenmries. The first event involves the
London-born Moses Marcus, grandson of the famous Ghkl of Hamelm, who
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was baptized into the Anglican Church in 1723. Once he claimed to be a
Christian, Marcus served as both an authority on Judaism for his Christian
community and a defendant of Jewish scriptural authority against Christian
misunderstandings of Jewish texts. In the year following his conversion,
Marcus published a book in which he justified and explained his reasons for
converting to Anglicism. Ruderman maintains that Marcus's book was more
than just a conversion narrative; it was also an important response to David
Nieto's defense of Judaism and the rabbis in Ha-Ku^ari ha-Sheni, HuMateh
Dan (1714). In this sense, Ruderman wonders, "was the apparent disagree
ment between a famous Sephardic rabbi [Nieto] and a youthful neophyte
from London [Marcus] recently educated in the Ashkenazic yeshivah of
Hamburg ultimately part of a larger story worth telling?"(3). The answer,
according to Connecting the Covenants, is an emphatic "yes."
The second event in this study examines eighteenth-century debates
among Christian scholars and clerics over the relations betweenJudaism and
Christianity, and specifically of the use of rabbinic and oral law in the study
of the New Testament. Ruderman maintains that Marcus's cohorts wanted
to "master the entire corpus of rabbinic Judaism, to imbibe the exegetical
methodology of the rabbis, to appreciate the historical context of postbibhcal Judaism for xonderstanding the birth of Christianity" (4—5). In other
words, "they found the study of rabbinic Judaism a critical resource in
fortifying their own Christianidentities" (5). Because Marcus had converted,
or "had personally crossed the boundary from Judaism to Christianity" (97),
as Ruderman puts it, this group of Christian scholars turned to him for
guidance in studying Jewish rabbinics. The story Ruderman illuminates is
thus essentially paradoxical. On the one hand, in an effort to understand
their own history. Christian clerics and scholars sought a fuller understanding
of Judaism, which in turn led to their tolerance for Jewish people. On the
other, this shift in their perspective of Jews, Ruderman adds, "transpired,
more or less, without direct Jewish involvement" (97). Herein lies the
peculiar rub of Marcus's position.
As one who repudiated Judaism, who called himself a Christian, Mar
cus's views are thought to have come from outside the Jewish community.
In the process of exploring these intersecting stories, however, Ruderman
raises the question of what it meant for a Jew to become a Christian, or of
the limits of conversion and assimilation in this period. How, for example,
can a Jewish convert to Christianity fairly defend Jewish Scriptures from
Christian attack? Were Marcus's views completely free of Jewish influence
simply because he converted to Christianity? Did the knowledge and training
he gained while studying at the yeshiva in Hamburgdissipate upon his formal
conversion to Christianity? Ruderman points to the psychological complexity
conversion posed for Marcus, who struggled to reconcile his early Jewish
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intellectxial training, his ostracism by his family and Jewish community, and
his awkward role as a spokesperson for the Jews. And while the Jewish
Marcus turned Christian, Christians mrned to Marcus because "they were
convinced they were retrieving a vital part of themselves in this quest to
unearth the Jewish past" (10). Ruderman argues adeptly that the two tradi
tions were "beginning to approach each other in a new hght" (97) through
discussions of the relationship between Marcus and Christian scholars and
from the increased respect among members of that Christian group toward
rabbinic authority.
Connecting the Covenants looks at the evolution of this process in six
chapters. The first begins with a discussion of a disagreement between
Humphrey Prideaux and David Nieto from 1714—16 which helped set the
stage for the Moses Marcus conversion drama that followed. The question
at issue in this disagreement was the extent to which rabbinic Judaism was
right in claiming that "Judaism truly reflected the biblical faith" (7). While
Nieto came to the defense of rabbinicJudaism, Marcus's stance would later
corroborate Prideaux's. Chapter 2 looks at what prompted Marcus's
conversion, "his special relationship with his Anglican mentor, David
Wilkins" (7), and his ambivalence about his own conversion. Also notewor
thy in this chapter is Ruderman's discussion of the public nature of the
family tensions that emerged in the wake of Marcus's conversion. That they
were so well known, Ruderman surmises, attests both to the importance of
Marcus's public role and to his uncomfortable position as aJewish authority
within his new Anglican community. Chapter 3 moves on to examine
Marcus's position as a spokesperson for Judaism in which he advocated "for
the fair and accurate presentation of Judaism to Christians" (8) while
simultaneously attacking "the foundations of the oral law" (8). Although he
took on the role of public convert, Ruderman maintains that Marcus's
conversion was incomplete: "his life and writing reveal how consistent and
sincere he remained in his ambivalence, lingering between his former and his
present faiths" (8).
Subsequent chapters follow debates within Marcus's Christian
community more closely. Chapter 4 looks at Marcus's translations of Johann
Gottlob Carpzov's work from Latin to English, and Marcus's defense of the
integrity of the Hebrew Bible in the face of criticism "that the traditional
Masoretic Hebrew text of the Bible had been corrupted by the Jews" (8).
Chapter 5 covers both the authority of the Hebrew Bible and the logic of
using Jewish hermeneutics as a mode of reading the New Testament.
Chapter 6 moves on to discuss William Wotton's privileging of the Mishnah
in the study of the origins of Christianity (9).
Ruderman claims that the more "important story" of Connecting the
Covenants is the second one which recounts the group of Christians who
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sought to "reconcile the two faiths in a moment of crisis for both" (5). The
fact that scholars and clerics of Christianity turned to Jewish sources for a
greater understanding of Christianity is nodoubt important. I remain uncon
vinced, however, that this was more important than, or whoUy separate from,
Marcus's role as a convert and a spokesperson for Judaism. In fact, one of
the strengths of this study is Ruderman's handling of Marcus's strange
position within two communities. "Being 'a converted Jew,"' Ruderman
notes, "meant staking out a position wherein religious affiliation could be
separated from cultural attraction and scholarly commitment" (58). What
Ruderman sees as Marcus's "failure to overcome the traditional polarities and
stereotypes defining Christianity againstJudaism" (97) exposes the other side
of the tolerance coin. Thus, while Christian scholars may have gained a new
respect for Jewish rabbinics, it is Marcus's ambivalence that hints at the
effect of this shift on hminal figures like Marcus. In this sense, Marcus seems
to be not just a catalyst or abettor in his role as Jewish authority, but an
indicator of what was at stake in such debates over the means by which
Judaism's relationship to Christianity could be reconfigured.
Connectingthe Covenants\% a fascinating study of important changes taking
place in English intellectual and cultural history as Jews and Christians
confronted modernity through and against one another. Ruderman makes a
solid case for why Judaism was so important for Christians in the early
eighteenth century. In his recovery of neglected histories and documents,
Ruderman makes a strong case for the role of Christian scholarship in
shaping views of Jewish-Christian relations in early eighteenth-century
England.
%

Erik Bond, Reading "London: Urban Speculation and Imaginative
Government in Eighteenth-Centuty Literature, Columbus: Ohio
State University Press, 2007. Pp. xxvi + 276. $44.95 cloth, $9.95
CD.
Reviewed by Alison O'Byme, University of York
Erik Bond's Reading London: Urban Speculation and Imaginative Government in
Eighteenth-Centuiy Literature reads the Glorious Revolution as an important
context for accounts of London in the eighteenth century, with a particular
emphasis on how the literature of the period sought "to offer alternatives for
urban governance after the fall of absolutism" (xii). Firmly rejecting a
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conceptualization of the period as "early modern," and with it an approach
that develops a "narrative of London's historical inevitability" (221), Bond
positions his readings of literary accounts of "imaginative government" in
the metropolis as emphasizing what he presents as the "alterity" of
eighteenth-century London, arguing that eighteenth-cenmry London can
provide "alternatives to our modem conception of'the urban'" (xx).
^adingTuandon is divided into two parts. The first section, "Governing
Others," explores how John Gay, Henry Fielding, and Alexander Pope
position themselves as figures of authority, as "conductors" of readers who
want to know and understand London. The projects of these writers were
in part to imagine ways to fill the vacuum left by absolutism; their accounts
of London not only organized the city for readers, but also sought to shape
consensus about what it meant to be a Londoner, providing readers with
blueprints for understanding the relationship between the individual and the
city's people and spaces. In order to explore how these writers undertook
this project. Bond focuses as much on literary form as he does on the forms
of imaginative government that these writers put forth, paying careful
attention to the generic instability of the works he discusses. Metaphor is an
especially important topicin V^adingLmtdon, as Bond traces how "metaphors
familiarize the previously unknown—a function that is perfect for helping
readers know their place in a newly changed urban environment" (16). The
"metaphor of conduct" is especially key: each of these writers. Bond argues,
saw their role as that of "a conductor—a figure who, in the wake of 1688, led
readers to recognize the boundaries of London's geography as well as the
boundaries of literary genre" (xvii).
In his account of Gay's Trivia (1716), for example. Bond argues that
Gay's "metaphor of conduct presents readers with the impression of a
regulated, directed, and therefore safe, brand of guidance—^peripatetic and
moving, yet stable and secure" (34). Trivia's account of "the art of walking
the streets of London" instructs readers on how to position themselves in
London not in relation to its buildings and streets, but in relation to its
people, thus presenting readers with a "moral hierarchy" within which to
locate themselves. In order to draw attention to the range of possibilities
opened up by the poem. Bond suggests that Trivia is best understood not
simply as a poem but as a "textual technology," one which "contributed to
building London because it forced readers to relate to their urban surround
ings in completely new ways" and which "engineered a specific metaphor to
make a newvision of London possible; urban space" (38). Trivia thus designs
two objects: London and the Londoner.
The metaphor of conduct provided Fielding with a means for
grounding his authority both as a novelist in TomJones (1749) and in his role
as Bow Street Magistrate by referring beyond preexisting structures of
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government.\iTom/omprovided an opportunity to explore proper conduct
for both novelists and readers, then Fielding's civil prose—A Charge Delivered
to the Grand Juiy (1749), .<4 True State of the Case ofBosavemPenle^(\lA')), and
An Tnquiry into theTate Increase ofRohhers (1751)—offered Fielding the means
to trace and define his role as magistrate and to constitute and imagine his
relationship to the public.The printed text and the metaphor of conduct that
it traces thus become, for Bond, a mechanism of power, "the means by
which [Fielding] can force new modes of government to apply to, or catch
up to, the Town's population" (95). As with Trivia,Bond sees Fielding's civil
prose as contributing to town planning, if only at a metaphorical level.
The relationship between the printed text and town planning is also at
the heart of Bond's chapter on Pope. The final lines of Pope's Epistle to
Burlington (1731), which trace a series of public improvement projects and
present them as "Imperial Works, and worthy Kings," were appropriated as
an epigraph to Nicholas Hawksmoor's Proposition for a New Stone-Bridge at
Westminster (1736), suggesting, as Bond argues, how Pope's poem was read
as shaping the terms of the debate about Westminster Bridge and urban
projects more generally. To BurBn^on does this in part by seeking to resolve
the tensions between Court and City, and specifically to reconcile Westmin
ster to wealth accumulated by trade. In order to achieve this. Pope positions
himself "as a governor or interpreter of British society," one who "clarified
for Britons the problems and textual traditions that they had inherited from
Rome," remaking them "in newly British as well as urban terms" (102).
After exploring the ways in which Gay, Fielding, and Pope sought to
establish positions of authority and to "conduct" readers in London, Bond
turns his attention to the ways in which readers developed strategies for
governing themselves. The second part of Beading Tondon, "Governing the
Self," begins with an "interchapter" on "The Print-Saturated City." This
chapter sets the context for understandinghow later writers—James BosweU
and Frances Bumey in particular—were pushed to develop strategies for selfgovernment in the wake of the flood of print which ultimately "fractured the
notion of a single London and blurred the imaginary ideal of London's
unified readability" (130). Alongside the works by Gay, Fielding, and Pope,
a range of guidebooks and conduct manuals cropped up that sought to
govern and conduct readers in a variety of different ways. The final two
chapters explore BosweU's and Burney's strategies for developing an
authentic self within this "heterogeneous print culture" (134).
BosweU's adoption of a range of different roles around which to model
his experience of the city—^including Gay's Macheath and Joseph Addison
and Richard Steele's Mr. Spectator—^provides Bond with an opportunity to
explore the tensions that one reader experienced between the range of
personae available to him and a sense of selfhood. It is through the adoption
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of the textual strategies of other writers that Boswell is able to discipline and
govern himself, so that in the act of writing Boswell becomes, for example,
"an Addisonian critic of his own recorded experience" (136). Bond's chapter
is particularly interested in tracing Boswell's use of dramatic metaphor by
which he "taps into a complex archive of generic associations and writerly
functions that do not refer solely to theatre, actors, and stage properties"
(150), reading the journal as part of a larger critical and social project whose
origins can be traced back through Addison and Steele to John Dryden.
In contrast to Boswell's "moral anguish over his inability to interpret
the innumerable ways a man could relate to London's environment,"
Burney's Evelina (1778) and Cecilia (1782), which Bond reads as a single
"project," explore how"proliferating signs and textualrepresentations placed
an infinite number of boundaries upon women's urban experiences and cast
women as passive objects" (183). Questions of genre and genericconvention
are at the core of the discussion of both Boswell and Burney. In Evelina but
especially in Cecilia, Bond argues, Burney rejects confession as the privileged
mode of interiority in the eighteenth-century novel, offering instead a"highly
self-conscious interpretive activity" (190). Whereas Mr. Villars plays the role
of Evelina's "reader-conductor" as the recipient of her letters, in Cecilia the
rejection of the epistolary mode leaves space for Bumey to develop an
alternative mode of interiority, the "inward monitor." Bond reads this
development as a response to a gendered experience in London, and as
offering the possibility for female agency and self-government in London.
The strengths of fading Eondon are its thematic coherence and its
careful attention to reading the eighteenth century on its own terms,
reminding us of what seemingly familiar ideas and terms like "conduct" and
"imagination" meant for eighteenth-century writers. This project of recover
ing eighteenth-century meanings could be more nuanced in places. "The
Town," which Bond identifies as referring to the space between the City and
the West End, was also a much more flexible term, often used as a replace
ment for "London" or "the metropolis," while the use of the term "Lon
doner" leads one to question the extent to which these writers—and their
readers—thought of themselves as of London rather than in London (for the
Season, for example). At times, more space could be given to other possible
readings of these texts, including, for example, the possibility that Trivids
attempt to provide instructions for an "art" of walking the city's streets
proved humorous to readers already familiar with London. But this is a rich
and instructive book nonetheless. Overall, Reading Eondon not only offers
new readings of seemingly familiar eighteenth-century texts, but provides an
important account of how writers—and readers—^imagined the relationship
between the self and the city in the period.
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Eric Rasmussen and Aaron Santesso, eds. Comparative Excellence:
New Essays on Shakespeare and Johnson. New York: AMS Press,
2007. Pp. vii + 245. $76.50.
Reviewed by Lance Wilcox, Elmhurst College
The essays in this rich, interesting volume originated in a symposium in 2005
involving five Shakespeare and five Johnson scholars and focusing on the
relationship between the playwright and the critic. Since the scholars in both
groups end up discussing primarily Johnson-on-Shakespeare, the book will
be of more interest to scholars of the eighteenth century than of the
sixteenth. The collection, in fact, sketches a useful map of current issues
relating to Samuel Johnson's scholarship. Six of the essays deal with
Johnson's theory and practice as editor of the Works of Shakespeare (1765);
two discuss his responses to specific plays; and two more address his and
Shakespeare's importance as cultural icons for the EngKsh middle class.
Running as a thread through several of the essays is Johnson's ambivalent
friendship with his celebrated ex-student, David Garrick.
As a textual editor, Johnson garners decidedly mixed marks from the
scholars in this volume. The main lines of the critique are laid down by
David Bevington, who notes that Johnson does an impressive job of articu
lating how textual criticism should be practiced but fails to perform to his
own standards. Bevington demonstrates this by comparingJohnson's text of
Bjchard III with those of the First Folio, Quarto 1, and the edition of
Alexander Pope. Given his understanding of Shakespeare's texts, Johnson's
theory required him to base his version on the Folio while consulting Ql. In
the event, Johnson did neither; he simply reproduced the text as printed by
Pope. Bevington ferrets out the textual changes actually introduced by
Johnson, only to find them few, trivial, and poorly grounded. Bevington
doesn't seem entirely satisfied with any explanation of Johnson's perfor
mance, though he suggests that perhaps it had to do with Garrick's owner
ship of the Quartos or with the exhaustion Johnson was experiencing with
the whole project. Whatever the explanation, his approach to documenting
the problem produces such informative results that one would like to see it
applied to the rest of Johnson's edition.
If Garrick plays a tentative role in Bevington's analysis, he dominates
the essay by Tiffany Stem. like Bevington, Stem begins by noting the
discrepancy between Johnson's editorial precepts and practice. Once again.
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the problem comes down to books thatJohnson needed and Garrick owned:
in this case, a collection of 600 to 700 early plays. Consultation of the plays
would have provided Johnson insights into Elizabethan stagecraft and
language that could have usefully informed his edition. For whatever reason,
however, Johnson refused to look at them, and the Works suffered as a
result. The absence from Johnson's edition, in fact, of almost any mention
of Garrick is remarkable. Stern notes, given his reputation as the premier
stage interpreter of Shakespeare of his day as well as a generous patron of
scholarship.
While Bevington and Stern address weaknesses in Johnson's edition,
essays byjack Lynch, Anne McDermott, and Robert DeMaria, Jr., cast light
on positive aspects of his accomplishment. Lynch discusses how, in the
words of his title, "Johnson edits the editors." By counting the notes to ¥J.ng
l^ar. Lynch finds that Johnson wrote roughly half himself, reproduced a
fourth from previous editors, and combined comments by earlier editors
with his own for the rest. In roughly 20 percent of the combined notes,
furthermore,Johnson presented the variant perspectives without settling the
issue involved. His method resulted in a de facto variorum, a scholarly
approach hitherto reserved almost exclusively for the Ancients. By according
Shakespeare such treatment, Johnson prompted a change in his status and
the means for approaching him. The appreciation of Shakespeare's work
could no longer rest on individual taste; it became instead a matter of
collaborative scholarly effort. This shift. Lynch suggests, affected Shake
speare studies more than any particular opinion Johnson had to offer.
McDermott and DeMaria treatJohnson's Dictionaiy (1755) as a sort of
companion piece to his Shakespeare, at least insofar as his experience with the
former affected his work on the latter. McDermott argues that in writing the
Dkkona^,]oh.nson functioned often as a textual critic, trying to ascertain and,
if necessary,emend the quotations used toillustrate his definitions. She notes
that many quotations in the first half of the Dictionar/ reflect emendation but
that those appearing later are notably free of them. It was here, she believes,
that Johnson developed the caution in emendation that distinguished him
from his predecessors. DeMaria considers what the Dictionary and the
Shakespeare reveal in terms of Johnson's interest in historical linguistics.
Johnson's early work, he argues, suggests a desire to highlight the "Teutonick" roots of English and of Shakespeare's use of it, in part as a nationalistic
gesture playing down England's cultural dependence on the Continent.
Between his Observations on Macbeth (1745) and the Shakespeare, however,
Johnson grows less interested in the playwright as an exemplar of native
English usage and more in his significance as the poet of nature; the
antiquarian lexicographer gives way to the interpretive critic interested in
ascertaining the meaning of Shakespeare's works for common Ufe. Peter
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Holland rounds out these discussions by questioning whether Johnson
approached Shakespeare's works as texts to be read or performances to be
watched. He concludes, on convincing textual grounds, that "performance
is a constant issue in Johnson's approach to Shakespeare, a presence more
substantial than acknowledged" (12).
Of the ten essays in the book, two focus on Johnson's reactions to
specific plays. Claude Rawson ponders in a free-form, meditative way the
flatness ofJohnson's response xo Antony and Cleopatra, wondering what it was
that left him so indifferent to its grandeur. Insofar as Rawson is seeking the
cause of an emotional nonevent, it's not clear how he would know the
answer when he found it. As it is, he ponders the possible effects of
Johnson's moral disapproval of adulteryand his skepticism of grand gestures
but arrives at no definitive conclusion. Early in his essay he notesJohnson's
general indifference to the Roman plays as a group—probably the most
telling clue he finds—^but, surprisingly, never returns to it later. Stephen
Orgel uses Johnson's preference for Nahum Tate's 1681 ¥dng Ijear over
Shakespeare's as a point of departure to examine the texts of Shakespeare's
play and the surprising popularity of Tate's. Though we tend to see Tate as
the radical revisionist of Shakespeare, subverting high tragedy with a happy
ending, Orgel demonstrates that Shakespeare's play flew in the face of
expectations at the time; it was, he suggests, almost as if Shakespeare
produced a version of Henry V in which the King loses the Battle of
Agincourt.
Shakespeare's importance, finally, as a cultural icon is examined in
essays by Nicholas Hudson and Aaron Santesso. According to Hudson,
Shakespeare's works played an important role in the development of the
identity of the English middle class. To the aristocrats of the Restoration,
Shakespeare appeared vigorous but mde, lacking the polish to be found in
the best Latin and French authors. As the eighteenth cenmry proceeded,
however, Shakespeare's status rose until a bourgeois gentleman aspiring to
culture needed to know his works and to share the general opinion of their
greamess.Johnson furthered the bourgeois appropriation of Shakespeare in
discussing his characterization. By emphasizing Shakespeare's ready
assumption that kings could be drunkards, senators buffoons, and that
manners were "distinctions superinduced and adventitious," Johnson
undercut the aristocratic claim that virtue was dependent on blood. Santesso
carries the socioculmral analysis to our own day when he discusses how
modern London literally positions the two writers. He contrasts the open,
public setting of the reconstmcted Globe with the hermetic, enclosed,
difficult-to-findjohnson House on Gough Square, suggesting that "the new
Globe fleets the reputation of Shakespeare; Gough Street affects the
reputation ofJohnson" (175). With respect toJohnson, however, this seems
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unlikely. A splashy tourist attraction might increase a writer's popularity, but
an obscure one will hardly lessen it. Austen's popularity would be unhurt if
all her shrines were closed; it's not clear that Johnson's would benefit from
a theme park on the Thames.
Though the essays reflect a consistent high level of professionalism, the
volume as a whole would have benefitted from more aggressive editing. It
could certainly have used an Introduction establishing the context for the
discussions, highlighting areas of agreement and debate, and suggesting
directions for further inquiry. At the very least, the essays could have been
arranged in some thematically intuitive order, as I have tried to do here. The
index, furthermore, would be more useful if it listed topics, not just authors
and titles. Responsibility for proofreading, finally, seems to have somewhat
fallen between the cracks. For all that, the range and excellence of the essays
themselves guarantee that the collection will play an important role in future
study of the Cham's criticism of the Bard.

Kenneth McNeil,
Britain, Empire:Writing the Highlands,
1760-1860. Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 2007. Pp. viii
+ 228. $41.95 cloth, $9.95 CD.
Reviewed by Alexander Murdoch, University of Edinburgh
WritingtheHighlands'is a literary study of changing perceptions of the Scottish
Highlands that complements a recent historical study by Andrew MacKillop
(University of Aberdeen) that is not listed in the bibliography: "More Fruitful
than the Soil": Amy, Empire and the Scottish Highlands, 1715—1815 (TuckweU
Press, 2000). It also reflects the recent increase of interest in the Scottish
contribution to the creation and expansion of the British Empire in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries reflected in two major studies that are
included in the bibliography: Michael Fry's The Scottish Empire (Interlink,
2001) and Tom Devine's Scotland's Empire, 1600—1815 (published in the
United States as Scotland's Empire and the Shaping of the Americas, 1600-1815
[Smithsonian, 2003]). Of course, as a literary scholar, McNeil's inspiration
owes more to literary scholars such as Leith Davis, Ian Duncan, and Janet
Sorenson than to historians such as Fry and Devine, who both have pub
lished as much on the Highlands as they have on Scotland and empire.
McNeil is interested in the substantial impact of the Scottish Highlands on
the creation of European Romanticism throughJames Macpherson's poetry
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and Sir Walter Scott's poetry and prose, which dominates the discussion in
three of the five chapters in the book.
McNeil is also interested in postcolonial theory in relation to the
Scottish Highlands.Just as the American Indian became an icon of America
while becoming increasingly peripheral to American culture, so the Scottish
Highlands and Scottish Highlanders increasingly came to represent Scotland
in the British empire, or even the British empire itself, while becoming more
and more peripheral as a region and as a culture in the modernization of
Scotland. I found this most interesting in McNeil's discussion of clanship in
Scotland and caste in India through reference to Parthi Chatterjee's
discussion of caste, or as it appears in Chatterjee's The Na/ion and Its
Fragments: Cohnialand PostcolonialHistories (Princeton University Press,1993),
Jdti, arguing that "the kinship bonds evoked throughjdtiprovide for a flexible
notion of national solidarity that, like [Walter] Scott's notion of clan, resists
a binary exclusivity and too-rigid oppositional stance" (81).
McNeil argues that
It is in this context that Scott's Highland vision in Roh Roy and
during the king's visit must be understood not as a metonymic
misrepresentation or a fake burlesque of Highland tradition, but
as an avowedly invented imagining of collectivity in a modern
nation, where people and blood circulate freely throughout. Scott
shows us that the nation is always contingent and contextual, so
when the king's yacht dropped below the horizon as it sailed back
to England, Edinburgh's gentlemen put the breeks back on and
tucked the kUts away, to await the next performance of the nationas-tribe. (81—82)
Actually, as we know from John Prehble's study of the royal visit of 1822,
The King'sJaunt (HarperCollins, 1988), very few Edinburgh gentlemen put on
the kilt in 1822. Scott had prescribed a "uniform" of white trousers and blue
jackets for those without Highland connections, which is what he wore
throughout the visit. He did get David Stewart of Garth, formerly of the
Black Watch, to orchestrate the use of Highland dress and to driU the men
brought by a number of Highland chiefs such as Macdonald of Glengarry as
part of their participation in the visit. The king did wear Highland dress on
some occasions, famously with pink tights to ensure propriety. So did some
of his retainers such as Sir William Curtis, the London biscuit manufacturer.
John Prebhle reflected that "since Highland dress and spurious tartans of
that time and since have little connection with the ancient costume, they may
perhaps be worn without foolish dispute by an Highlander, Lowlander or fat
Cockney" (270). Scott's son-in-lawJ. G. Lockhart had written that the sight
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of Curtis in a Idlt had "cast an air of ridicule over the whole of Sk Walter"s
Celtified pageantry" (270).
McNeil again makes use of postcolonial literary criticism to bring new
perspectives to bear on traditional perceptions of what T. M. Devine has
termed "Highlandism" in Scotiand (chapter 11 of Tbe Scottish Nation,
1700—2000 [Allen Lane, 1999]). In chapter 4, McNeil analyses the idea that
"more often than not, the 'tme Englishman' in Indian Mutiny accounts was
a Scottish Highlander" (118). He makes use of studies previously unknown
to this reviewer, such as Mrinalini Sinha's Colonial Masculinity: The "NLanlj
Englishman" and the "Effeminate Bengali"in the Tate Nineteenth Century (Manches
ter University Press, 1995) and Heather Street's Martial Races: The Military,
Race and Masculinity in British Imperial Culture, 1857—1914 (Manchester
University Press, 2004). He uses the story of "Jessie Brown," Scottish lassie
at the siege of Lucknow, who fkst hears the sound of the bagpipes of the
Highland regiment leading the army marching to the relief of the garrison,
which formed the subject of an engraving published in the London Illustrated
in January 1858 and eventually entered the canon of popular Victorian
imperialist discourse. It is the wild highlanders who save the empke at the
time of the mutiny and Jessie Brown (in some versions with the name
Campbell) who symbolizes the vision that keeps hope alive and leads to final
victory. The story enshrines "Highlandism" at the center of British
imperialist ideology. Thus this reviewer finds the "modern" post Indian
Mutiny chapters in the book the most original in the analysis they bring to
bear on Scottish Highlandism, the empke, and Scottish literary culture. There
have been many studies published in Britain and elsewhere of Macpherson's
Ossianic poetry, Sir Walter Scott, and George IV's visit to Edinburgh in
1822, but less on the development of efforts to create a "British" Highlands
which offered something unique to England and the wider world that
eventually came to exert a critical influence on how Britain made sense of its
empke. This at a time, remember, when the project of making Ireland British
had been embarked upon wholeheartedly, based on the perception of the
success of Scottish union with England that was one of the major results of
British victory over France by the end of their wars from 1793 to 1815.
In his final chapter, McNeil moves from analyzing Highlandism in the
empke to the subject of the domestication of the Highlands and thek
establishment in popular culture as a key site of Romanticism. The texts he
chooses are Anne Grant's writings, most famously Eetters from the Mountains:
BdngtheRealCorrespondence of aEady between theyears 1773 and 1807 (1807) and
Queen Victoria's extraordinary embrace of Highlandism through the
publication of her Highland journals in 1868 and 1884, the latter translated
into Gaelic by Mairi Nic Ealak and published by Blackwood of Edinburgh
in 1886. Grant was, McNeil argues, "an important precursor" to Scott. "In
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the outpouring of her work, Grant's work reveals the influences of Scottish
Enlightenment historiographical theory, as she seeks to provide a broad
overview of a semitribal society that exhibits the peculiar manners and traits
of the infancy of human civilization" (147). "If British women's writing
highlights the conflicted relation of women to empire, then Scottish women
were particularly conscious of the complexity surrounding an imperial
'Britishness'" (150). Of course. Queen Victoria was not Scottish, but her
choice of Scodand as her "home" in a manner that identified the British
monarchy more thoroughly with the Highlands than Sir Walter Scott and
David Stewart of Garth would ever have imagined in 1822 brought
Highlandism to the center of British Royalist and Imperialist ideology.
McNeil is also aware of the trajectory he is tracing in terms of gender in
reading the texts created by Victoria and Anne Grant against the Highland
ism created by Macpherson and Scott. In doing so, he has opened up a
number of new avenues for research in the literary history of the Scottish
Highlands that establish just how much it was colonized and subordinated
as any of the more obvious sites of postcolonial literary analysis in English.
*

April C. E. Langley, The Bkuk Aesthetic Unbound: Theorizing the
Dilemma of Eighteenth-Centuty African American Literature.
Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 2007. Pp. xiv + 210.
$39.95 cloth, $9.95 CD.
Reviewed by Rose A. Zimbardo, University of San Francisco
Alice Langley's The Black Aesthetic Unbound is an important book that will be
welcomed by scholars in the fields of American and African-American
studies. Not only does the author provide a well-wrought aesthetic frame,
but she demonstrates the use to which such a theoretical approach can be
put in analyzing African-American writing. "This book addresses the
implications of black aesthetics for eighteenth-century black writers, who
have at best been tolerated and condescended to, and at worst exiled and
otherwise banished from the canon of 'real' or 'authentic' black literature"
(4). Langley closely examines and builds upon the most recent work of
scholars like Rafia Zafar, Katherine Clay Bassard, David Kazanjian, and
others who have theorized the dilemma of self and identity in eighteenthcentury Afro-British American literature. Moreover, she reaches beyond what
they have done to construct a new way of examining this literature.
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The problem for scholars of eighteenth-century black writing, she
argues, is that they are faced with equally unsatisfactory alternatives: "First,
in exposing the very obstacles that impede complex contemporary analysis
of Afro-British American literature, one risks rendering (by default) Africa
invisible. Second, one's attempt to correct the first scenario—^by replacing
or renaming a previously displaced Africa—brisks arrival at a slippery slope
toward origins, roots, and essentialism" (7). Langley adeptly carves out a
theoretical space between these two positions by focusing on the dilemma
as it presented itself to, and was resolved by, black eighteenth-century writers
themselves; "I submit Africa—^invented, imagined, and real—^as a visible
manifestation of the dilemma these writers faced and the means by which
they attempted to re-order tricontinentalidentity" (7). In The Coloni^ngTrick
National Culture and Imperial Citizenship in Early America (University of
Minnesota Press, 2004), David Kazanjian conceives of the mourning of the
colonized for a lost homeland as "a political agent doing battle with an
essentializing history" (2; quoted by Langley, 9). In constructing her theory
of "mourning/ mooring," Langley similarly maintains that the mourning itself
is a positive force which imaginatively creates "a recurrent and self-produc
ing object to be mourned," i.e., the lost Africa.
To uncover patterns and images of African ways of knowing that lie
beneath the palimpsest of British-American writingin the works with which
she deals, Langley borrows the conception of palavafrom Chikwenya Okonjo
Ogunyemi (Africa Wo j man Palava: The Nigerian Novel hj Women [Chicago
University Press, 1996]). Palava is a dual discourse that can be used by a critic
for "interpretation, both as textual analysis and as translation from one
language to another.. .[and] misinterpretation through misreading and mis
understanding [that] generates palava or quarrel. The [role of the] critic as
interpreter [is to] attempt to set the record straight, to resolve disputes
through illumination to make a text more easily understood, especially as
written in the language of the colonizer" (96; quoted by Langley, 43). Langley
uses palava to uncover African ways of knowing and understanding and to
both locate and explore the duality—^I would say dialogic inter
change—^between discourses in eighteenth-cenmry African-American works.
She gives as an example of the way that this approach can illuminate Phillis
Wheatley's Niohe when it is read through an African-centered lens:
the young African woman poet troubles the multiple contexts
within which divinity and motherhood can be interpreted by her
diverse employment of neo-classical forms to effectively translate
from African to Greek mythology. She employs some startling
recoveries and reinvention of Africa in her signification of images
of water and life through the image of the goddess Leto (Latona),
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patron goddess of mothers For one thing, given Wheadeys
reported memory of the pouring out of water by her own African
mother, such translations surest the poet's consciousness
(mourning/mooring) of similar West African traditions. (43)
The Afiicanistpalava structure, then, is a tool perfectly suited to explore the
duality in discourse that Langley's mourning/mooring conception requires.
Langley employs several other ideas and methods intrinsic to the
African aesthetic: signifying, an indeterminacy central in the " complex role of
mediation between representation and interpretation, literal and figurativein
speech, writing and reading, and divinity and humanity" (46); taasu, an
interpretive strategy that provides discursive space used to negotiate poetic
and biographical intersections; and speaking in tongues, a trope for heteroglossia, "the ability to speak unknown tongues and also to speak different
tongues" (47).
Armed with a poetics that is a synthesis of these West African modes
of expression and transmission, Langley approaches Wheatiey's Niobe to
provide a new reading of a poem that contains, indeed, is comprised of a
simultaneous dialogue among Wheatiey's Christian, female, African, and
American selves:
As I hope to demonstrate in my reading of "Niobe," all [the]
elements of a syncretic Sengalese poetic—^grounded in both
culturally specific West African and African American ways of
knowing—provide a new way of seeing Wheatiey...[in which] we
are.. .able to view Wheatiey's revisiting of "Niobe" as her most
significantly personal, political, spirimal, and African work. (67)
My only quarrel with Langley's reading of 'Niobe is that it often overreaches
and depends upon unfounded suppositions. For example, though Niobe
never mentions Hagar, Langley argues that Hagar's experience of being used,
abused, and discarded underlies the experience of Niobe in the poem and,
by extension, of the African-American slave woman. She bases her
supposition on Janet Gabler-Hovert's study of the prevalence of the Hagar
myth in nineteenth century African-American writing, and with it she
constructs an unfounded equation: i.e., siuce Wheatiey was so familiar with
the Bible, she must have known the Hagar story and must, in turn, have
associated that story with the experience of an African-American slave
woman. That being the case, the Hagar story must exist within a second level
of discourse that underlies the story of Niobe as Wheatiey presents it in her
poem. Therefore, for Langley, the Hagar story constitutes the African
aesthetic lens through which
must be understood. Such an association
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is not justifiable and is, moreover, extraneous to Langle)r's interpretation of
the poem.
The author makes various other connections that are equally tenuous.
For instance, Langley's convergence of Niobe and the Virgin Mary might
possibly exist if we connect the single image of Niobe weeping over the
daughter dying in her arms and calling upon Latona to relent in her cruelty
with the mother and dying son picmred in the pieta, but I think that making
such a thematic connection is a stretch. The same shaky connection between
the image of Phoebe, the daughter of Latona, pouring water at her mother's
feet—^which does not appear in the poem—and Wheatley's African mother
pouring water rests solely on the fact that some images of Phoebe contain,
besides the usual quiver, a jug of water.
Langley is much better, and her Senegalese aesthetic more effective, in
her discussions of power in Niobe. Three levels of power are at work in the
poem simultaneously. First is the power of the word. To capture the idea of
language as an instrument of power, Wheatley uses the figure of Manto, the
seer. Manto's words can not only affect social change, but can express the
relation between humanity and divinity in a universal scheme of time. As
Langley affirms, however, the power of the word can be used for evil
purposes to construct false but powerfully abusive images that are instru
ments of oppression: "the naming of a people as barbaric, inhumane,
irrational, pagan, or chattel gives society permission...to enslave, bmtalize,
or otherwise marginalize such a people" (78).
Embedded in the poem is also a pattern of political power. Langley
makes an analogy between ancient Thebes and colonial America. At the
beginning of the poem Niobe's power is absolute and the relation of human
political power to divine power is tmderstood only in the terms that Niobe
proclaims. Langley relates the dichotomy between divine and political power
to the exercise of white male dominance in America. As she says, in America
the power of the developing nation defies the divine principles of liberty and
freedom it proclaims and bases itself on the labor of captive slaves. At times
the analogy goes too far, and, although Langley says that she is not arguing
that Niobe can be read as an allegory with a one-to-one correspondence of
Theban to colonial American society, that is, unformnately, precisely the way
that she reads it.
Langley is much better at discussing the questions of race and divine
power in the poem. The queen of Thebes is a descendent of the Titans, the
"other" than Olympian gods who once challenged the supremacy of Jove's
mighty order. In reading Latona's wrathful destruction of Niobe's children
as an ironic commentary on Revolutionary America's development of
national identity and power at the expense of—and to the destruction
of—the indentured people and slaves whom it judges to be "inferior,"
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Langley makes an important point. Race and class are indeed central subjects
in ^^eatIey's poem. Concerning their lineage, Latona and Niobe try to
outdo one another; each attempts to elevate herself to a position superior to
that of the other. Niobe aspires to godhead when she prevents the Theban
maidens from sacrificing to Latona. Latona characterizes Niobe's parentage
as ignoble as she urges her children, Phoebe and Apollo, to exact revenge
upon Niobe because that is their duty to their own godly status. Especially
pertinent to the connection between Thebes and America is the fate of
Niobe's father, Tantalus, subject, as the African slaves are, to "perpetual
desire and deferral." The double pronged employment of religion as an
instrument both of liberation and oppression is clearly revealed by the critic's
use of palava.In the poem Niobe forbids theTheban maiden's religious ritual
in honor of Latona to serve her own political stams as goddess-queen. In
America, Christian values are distorted and perverted to serve political and
economic ends.
Nevertheless, the most central issue in the poem is motherhood. In
Langley's hands the African aesthetic reveals that Wheatley wants us to see
in the goddesses Niobe and Latona not just the universal condition of
motherhood but the African mother and child in eighteenth-century
America. Moreover, in my opinion, Wheatley wants us to see in Niobe's grief
the African mother's anguish at having her children wrenched from her and
doomed forever to another sort of death, slavery.
Langley's discussion of Olaudah Equiano's Life or Interesting Narrative
(1789) is much stronger and much more revealing of the African aesthetic
than is her treatment of Niobe. This is the case, I think, because Africanist
concepts and methods are directly used by the writer himself rather than
being employed by the critic only. The three African ideas central to The
InterestingNarrative
chi,palava, and naming. Chii% sometimes considered as
a personal god responsible for a person's destiny. In addition, however, it
can be defined as Achebe explains it: "in a general way we may visualize a
person's chi as his other identity in spiritland—^his spirit being complement
ing his terrestrial human bein^ for nothing can stand alone, there must
always be another thing standing beside it" ("'Chi' in Igbo Cosmology" in
Emmanuel Chukwudi Eze, ed., African Philosophy: An Antholog [Blackwell,
1998], 67; quoted in Langley, 103). The duality of identity contained in chi
obviously leads to the dual discursive methodpalava,which, as we have seen,
"involves troubling or quarreling a problem or issue while working toward
a viable consensus." The third African conception in Equiano is naming, the
power of a name to create or impose identity.
Chi is evident in Equiano's continual reference to a providential God:
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I myself one day fell headlong from the upper deck of the Aetna,
down the after-hold, when the ballast was out; and all who saw
me fall cried out I was killed; but I received not the least
injury.. ..In these, and in many more instances, I thought I could
very plainly trace the hand of God, without whose permission a
sparrow cannot fall. I began to raise my fear from man to him
alone, and to call daily on his holy name with fear and reverence.
(The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, ed. Vincent
Caretta [Penguin, 2003], 88)

Although in this passage Equiano is referring to the Christian God and was,
of course, a devout Christian at the time that he was writing theUfe, from
his very African beginning his naming itself contains the idea of a providen
tial destiny: "I was named Olaudah, which, in our language, signifies
vicissitude, or fortunate also: one favoured, and having a loud voice and well
spoken" (41, italics mine). Equiano is "favoured" from birth to pursue a
special destiny, much in the manner of an epic hero like Odysseus or Aeneas.
He says, "1 regard myself as a particularfavourite of Heaven, and acknowledge
the mercies of Providence in every occurrence of my life" (31; quoted by
Langley, 105). His chi relates him to God and also to his spirit self.
Duality lies in his very double name: one given by his African parents,
the other by a slave master. The African name marks him as a child of
destiny; the English name is imposed upon him. Unwilling at first to accept
the name Gustavus, he then accepts it to escape punishment, and finally he
appends it to his authentic name to use in navigating through the white
man's world: "my captain and master named me Gustavus Vassa. 1.. .refused
to be called so...and still he called me Gustavus: and when 1 refused to
answer to the new name, which at first 1 did, it gained me many a cuff: so at
length 1 submitted, and was obliged to bear the present name by which 1
have been known since" (107). His desire to name himself—curiously, not
Olaudah but Jacob or Michael—^is at war with the name he is given. In the
end he resolves the conflict and accepts as his own the two names, which
together token his dual self. The duality is emphasHed from the title page of
the Narrative and the cover picture of an African in European dress, as does
the authorial assertion that this weU-written document in English is by
"myself. An African."
Langley argues in chapter 3 that,
faced with the dilemma of self-naming for personal and political
reasons, Equiano performs three narrative actions through a
reconceptualization of place, memory, and insistence. First, he
remrns Africa to its proper place. Second, he attempts to recoUect
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and reorder those fragments of Africa that have been discon
nected. Third, and finally, he maintains repeated quests toward a
more valid culturally based self-identification through his refusal
to yield to definitions of the self imposed by others outside and
inside his cultural space. (104)
In my judgment the two names by which Equiano chooses to call himself
together capture the palava discourse. Gustavus Vassa calls attention to the
horrible torture and mistreatment of slaves. As the name is violently
impressed upon him, so all "masters" benevolent or malevolent oppress all
slaves. Equiano's detailed description of the pain and grief that possess him
and his sister during their abduction attests to the injury of being torn from
oneself and one's foundation. Equiano's descriptions of the excoriating
tormre of the "muzzle," the lash, the plantation owner's method of
increasing his "stock" of slaves by engendering them on helpless slave
women, record scenes witnessed by Gustavus and are proof of the bestiality
involved his being un-named and re-named "slave." His authentic African
name, Olaudah, attests not only to his spirit self but also to that self s
determination to rise and throw off its suffocating "mask" So that, as
Langley shows, his use of Gustavus Vassa is a "reinscription of his condem
nation of cultural domination, and, more importantly, as reorderingthe terms
under which Vassa wiU be embraced or accepted, rather than that to which
he wiU when compelled—under the threat of violence—submit. The Igbo
narrator wiU now be called Vassa, even as he insists on the pre-eminence of
Olaudah" (138).
Equiano, then, use the device ofpalava both to outline a conflict and to
resolve it. What Langley calls Equiano's "multiple floating and hybridized
identities" are brought together in his ongoing process of self-identification.
However, in my judgment, Equiano goes beyond self-definition to design
self-in-community. The self journeys from identification in community in
Africa, where he says he was inseparable from his mother, through
dislocation and isolation in a hateful, alien community in which the African
self is brutalized and marginalized, to a final, glorious positioning of self as
a son among the God given and God sustained community of mankind.
Considerations of space will not permit me to "read" with Langley
those "others" with whom she deals in her final chapter, especially John
Marrant, an African free man and preacher, who, captured by Indians, is
released when he can recite for them the Lord's Prayer in their own language
and finally migrates to England to be part of a company formed by his
patron, the Countess of Huntingdon.
In conclusion, then, I hope in this review, by copious quoting from
Langley's study, to have presented faithfully a book that is indispensable to
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any study of eighteenth-century American, and especially Afro-British
American, literature, and culture. The Black Aesthetic Unbound is theoretically
and critically a very good book.

Emily Cockayne, Hubbub: Filth, Noise, and Stench in England,
1600—1770. New Haven: Yale University Press, 2007. Pp. xiv +
335. $35.00 cloth, $18.00 paper.
Reviewed by Erik Bond, University of Michigan-Dearborn
If you have yet to join the antibacterial movement, then a word of warning
that Emily Cockayne's comprehensive tour of Restoration and eighteenthcentury urban filth will have you mnning for the soap. The book delivers
what it promises. Beneath chapters organized by adjectives such as "Ugly,"
"Itchy," "Grotty," and "Dirty," Cockayne spends the majority of her book
quoting an immense amount of recorded experiences in early modern
Manchester, Bath, and (mainly) London. These experiences are not only
filtered through many personalities (including Robert Hooke, Eliza
Ha5rwood, Samuel Pepys, and the overly cautious Thomas Tyron), but also
recorded in a variety of textual traditions (such as novels, court-minutes,
conduct-books, etchings, poems, and urban legislation). From these sources
whose objectivity she admits is complicated by class, sex, and subjectivity
(16), Cockayne reviews the traits that constituted a "nuisance" in the textual
records of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century urbanites. Many of the urban
nuisances Cockayne details iUuminate our understanding of what irked
citizens well beyond the stereotypical traits (such as drunkenness and
rampant crime) associated with early modern cities. Consider, for instance,
the cheap practice of making bricks from dunghiU excrement-—bricks that
would inevitably cause houses to collapse (131—32). Consider as well the
practice of adding stones to loaves of bread "to bulk them up" (91) or a
butcher's attempt to sell rotting meat by "inflat[in^ meat with their breath"
(95) while fishmongers "coated gills with fresh blood" to make molding fish
appear new (98). Cockayne also recovers the once-famiUar "botcher": the
tailor who patched second-hand clothing that would eventually adorn the
poor with nits while being "smutted, food-stained, sweat-ridden, and
pissburnt" (78).
Beyond the shock-value of these gruesome recoveries, we recall
Cockayne's goal in offering this catalogue of urban nuisance: to outline
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exactly what sensory experiences constituted disruption in the early modern
city. Cockayne questions whether seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
citizens were disturbed by different stimuli than their modern counterparts,
but the larger question her smdy tries to answer is whether the human senses
in general (and urban sensory experience in particular) change within a
narrative of metropolitan "improvements." Indeed, one of Cockayne's
conclusions is that her study "is no simple story of progression; it is not a
Whiggish tale"; "as the threshold of decency changed," so did the definition
of "nuisance" (231). Cockayne is able to reach this conclusion because unlike
histories of eighteenth-century London that read printed text as a transparent
medium for recovering an authentic urban quotidian, Cockayne intriguingly
takes into account the individual body as a mediator between the environ
ment and its texmal representation. This approach is best exemplified in her
chapter entitled "Noisy," where the evidence illustrates how increases in
trade, traffic, and even the rebuilding of London with sound-reducing brick
after the Great Fire altered the body's tolerance for noise (109-30). One
wonders whether the metaphoric noise produced by an explosion of printed
text contributed to this decreased tolerance as well. Cocka)me's other
chapters also coUect subjectively registered details to sketch a communally
consensual standard. This stmcture often permits the evidence to speak for
itself, allowing readers to develop generalizations of their own. The result is
an immersive—and sometimes overwhelming—reading experience. For
example, Cocka)me reserves most of herinterpretation until the final chapter
of the book, closing each of the seven chapters of evidence with a paragraph
that descriptively summarizes the evidence rather than interprets it. But
Cockayne is at her best (as in the "Noise" chapter) when she immediately
engages with, refers to, and interprets the mounting evidence.
The final chapter does tackle "the historian's job...to draw multiple
experiences into a coherent picture" (230), and Cockayne's picmre involves
at least three conclusions. First, those who could register and record
complaints "were often not those who suffered the most" (231); thus, wealth
and class shape early modern definitions of urban disturbance. Second,
sensory description implied morality; "dishonor had a fetid odour" and
"dishonesty" smeUed "Uke physical corruption" (236). The ways in which
writers elicited sensory language to generate urban morality and shape
"consensual norms" (230) constitute Cockayne's most fascinating contribu
tion to urban smdies. Third, in response to these urban nuisances, not aU
improvements tried to improve pubHc health. Instead, "the concerns that
drove some improvements seemed to have a basis in trade or aesthetics
rather than health" (244). Although these conclusions are drawn during a
section that tries to answer why people remained in cities if the environment
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was so noisome, Cockayne's attention to the otherness or alterity of early
modern motivations for urban improvement mark the work's climax.
If Cockayne's structure tempts readers to draw their own interpreta
tions, then there is an additional and remarkable conclusion to which her
chosen evidence points: that what disturbed early modern people the most
was other early modem people. This proto-individualism and communal
misanthropy is clear, for instance, in the way much of Cockayne's evidence
highlights the street-level where citizens fought to share public space with
other people (not only other classes but also neighbors) and their products
(not only runaway carriages but also dunghills). Within the book's mounting
evidence, there is a narrative of extreme individualism—a narrative that may
underwrite capitalistic ideas of "improvement" in the city.
Given the important contributions that Cockayne makes to early
modern urban studies, a more sustained discussion of the various generic
forms that her evidence assumes seems necessary to understand how the
evidence of Matthew Bramble (a fictional, novelistic character) can be read,
in the same paragraph, beside the evidence of chemist Humphrey Jackson
(92). As a result, the generic boundaries between novels, administrative
records, poetry, conduct books, etchings, periodical papers, and diaries blur
together in Cockayne's reading, and this may be Cockayne's point if she is
arguing a point about how writers and artists imagined London's nuisances
(which I believe she is on one level). However, Hubbub sometimes struggles
between recovering a history of the way cities actually were and recovering
a history of sensory disturbance in urban environments. For example, at one
moment we are told that "to gain a truer picture of the quality of food
supplies, it is necessary to look outside fictional representations" (88) and at
another moments we are focusing on literary representations (by Henry
Fielding,James Boswell, and Pepys) to understand how"sensory perceptions
of towns—and the people who inhabited them—shaped cultural and
practical responses" (18—19). But the intriguing part (and majority) of
Cockayne's study involves those "sensory perceptions" as historically
simated and changing phenomenon thatgenerated communalstandards. Her
decision to place imaginative literature beside documents of urban adminis
tration then makes complete sense since both aim to reimagine communities;
however, a discussion of this reasoning would clarify why she has selected
certain texts as "vaKd" evidence while rejecting others.
This is not to lessen the value of two major accomplishments that
Cockayne has achieved here. First, the book is an essential encyclopedia to
those unfamiliar with the early modem city that fully answers (and in the
centur/s own words) those practical questions that so many undergraduate
students ask but few professors know how to answer adequately: how did
they go to the bathroom without a toilet? Why wear a wig? What are
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"pattens"? Cockayne engages with these questions not because she is
presenting a transparent lens onto urban history but because specific sensory
reactions determine all of the answers. The book's bibliography and index
also make it an extremely convenient archive of verbatim early modern
representations of filth and health legislation. For this reason. Hubbub fills a
void in eighteenth-cenmry smdies. And although statements such as "Diet
and taste are culmral constmctions" (84) and "There is nothing so subjective
as beauty" (22) may seem trite to graduate students and specialists trained in
cultural theory and historicism, undergraduates and other readers requiring
an early modem urban primer will benefit from Cockayne's immersive
approach and archival research. Second, graduate students and specialists
may benefit from Cockayne's approach to writing and interpreting urban
history. In particular, the book does not recover a history of the city; instead,
if offers a history of nuisance and sensation in the city. The difference is
crucial. Cockayne tells a history of the body in the city, and her careful
attention to the body as a subjective register of the external environment
represents history at its interdisciplinary best. As a result, the book opens up
further study in which legal, literary, and sensory histories can combine to
understand the otherness of our urban lineage.
Cockayne presents so much interesting sensory urban experience that
each of the conclusions she offers in her final chapter plants a seed for
further study. What those conclusions suggest is that urban sensory reaction
changes so drastically, on so many topics, and in so many textual forms
between 1600 and 1770 that any attempt at forging a single, romanticized,
and organically unified thesis is baffled. Ultimately, Cockayne's project
valiantly su^ests that the diverse hubbub of our urban past needs many
more ears (legal, historical, literary, sociological) to hear its lost voices.

Michael Allen, ed., An "English Lady in Paris: The T>iary of Prances
Anne Crewe, 1786. St. Leonards: Oxford-Stockley, 2006. Pp. 245.
lUus. $70.00.
Reviewed by Deborah Kennedy, Saint Mary's University
Every researcher's dream is to discover a diary from an earlier time. The
diary of Frances Crewe, while not hidden in an attic trunk, did languish on
the shelf of the British Library (cited only occasionally) until being brought
into the light of day by its editor, Michael Allen. It contains no shocking
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revelations, but it is an important book that delineates the experiences of a
famous woman living in 1786. The diary is a short one, covering the fourmonth period during which Frances Crewe and her family visited France.
But Michael Allen provides excellent annotations, using a facing-page
format, with explanatory notes on the left-hand page and the diary on the
right.
The book starts with a long and informative introduction to the life of
Frances Crewe and the Whig circles in which she moved. Born Frances
GrevOle (1748—1818), she was the daughter of Fulke GreviUe and his wife,
also named Frances. Mrs. Grevihe was famous for her poem "A Prayer for
Indifference" (1759). Growing up in an aristocratic and literary milieu, the
young Frances was only seventeen when she married John Crewe (1742—
1829), the Whig landowner and MP for Cheshire. He was given the title of
Baron Crewe in 1806, and Michael AUen's introduction offers a complete
history of the Crewe family up to the present day.
Frances Crewe was known for her exceptional beauty, "with character
and personality to match" (15). AUen describes her as having "a bohemian
dash of unconventionality, and a quick wit" (15). Crewe also earned a place
in British history as one of several women who had an active role in the
Westminster election of 1784. Along with Georgiana, Duchess of Devon
shire, and others, Crewe canvassed for the Whig candidate Charles James
Fox, while Tory ladies like Mrs. Hobart and Lady Salisbury did the same for
their man Lord Admiral Hood. Throughout her life, Frances Crewe was an
important Whig hostess, so much so that her name was memorialized in the
toast, "Buff and Blue, and Mrs. Crewe" (16).
The title that Michael Alien has chosen for the book is especially
appropriate because Crewe spends much of the diary comparing English and
French society. For a family of means, a visit to France was not unusual, as
Brian Dolan has shown in his book ladies of the Grand Tour (HarperCollins,
2001). But Mrs. Crewe is always a patriotic "English lady," and many of her
comments point out the deficiency of the French way of doing things.
The nearly daily diary entries from December 1785 to March 1786 are
well written, and since they are addressed to a friend they have a finished
quality that adds to their readability. The entries are fuU of names of people
and places. At times one is reminded of the diaries of Samuel Pepys: "We
found Lady Clarges Singing with Sachini, and supped very comfortably with
her. The Hampden's and a few more. And so finished our Day" (151).
Throughout the book, Michael Allen's explanatory notes provide useful
background information about the people referred to in the diary. For
instance, he offers an excellent account of the Tory Mrs. Albinia Hobart, also
visiting Paris inl786(112). His biographical sketch of the Due de Nivemais,
a good friend of the Crewe family, contains the memorable image of
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Nivernais having set up a study in the middle of the woods, with netting to
keep the birds in his private aviary (68). Allen's notes, which take up half the
book, are fascinating reading in themselves.
Although Mrs. Crewe does not mention the Westminster election of the
previous year in which she canvassed for Fox, she does express a keen
interest in British politics and is frustrated by the lack of English news
reports. She is mindful of the strange circumstance that finds her socialixing
with Frenchmen who had recently been at war with England. Her brother
had been held prisoner in the American War of Independence and when her
French acquaintances kept repeating the story, she expressed her annoyance
in the diary, citing an epigram by Matthew Prior ("To John I owed great
obligation" [91]), one of many authors whom she quotes, from William
Shakespeare to Anna Letitia Barbauld.
Crewe was eager to visit Versailles and to see the King and Queen, and
her accounts show how easily the English mingled with the French at the
Palace. Crewe's mother knew Marie Antoinette, though Crewe herself
appeared to be unimpressed by the Queen. The affair of the Diamond
Necklace had just been in the news, and although the Queen was innocent
in the matter, the false rumors had harmed her reputation. This picture of
France just three years before the Revolution is revealing. Mrs. Crewe was
a close friend of Edmund Burke, and she eventually agreed with him rather
than Fox on the question of French politics. During the Revolutionary
period, she worked with Frances Bumey to help French emigres in England.
But in 1786, visits to Paris meant trips to the theater, the opera, and
literary parties. With such a hectic schedule, she kept her good humor,
remarking, "I am busy Dressing my Hair as fast as I can" (141). But Crewe
disliked "the Ceremony of formal Visits" and the "Stiff manners of the
French (83). She felt that the social formalities meant a woman had less
independence since "one's time here is much less at one's own Disposal than
in London" (95):
Soon after we arrived at Madame de Polignac's we underwent
Presentations without End! and to say the Tmth, I was in so
melancholy a Mood that, when my Choice was given me by the
Mistress of the House to belong to a little Party in her Room, or
to venmre to the great Table, I preferred the latter, because I
could be /or/there. (143)
Often Mrs. Crewe's greatest pleasure was spending a quiet evening alone or
with a few English friends.
Finding France an uncomfortable country to travel in, she complains
about smoky rooms and the long coach rides through narrow streets. She
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contrasts a superficial French magnificence to English practicality:
Magnificence is not what one requires on a Journey—^It is
Comfort, a word they have not, and aU their Gilding, Glasses, bad
Pictures, and Damask Curtains are not, in my Opinion, worth one
Door that Shuts, or BeU that rings, or Carpet that keeps one
warm, or Shutter that defends the Window: none of which
Comforts are hardly even to be met with in France or Flanders.
(199)
Crewe also admits to the relief she feels when she can speak English, finding
it a strain to converse in French: "There is great comfort, I think, in being
now and then released from the Labour of expressing one's self in a Foreign
Language, which, by the Way, is often not only Fatiguing, but Embarrassing
likewise" (131).
In one comment she touches on the feeling of homesickness: "I long
to Breathe the Air of old England again—^I long to Feel at homi'' (167). There
is surely a point where every traveler simply wants to go home. Though
accompanied by several members of her family, Crewe missed her thirteenyear-old son John, who was still in England. In a projection of her own
maternal feelings, she even comments on how the figure of the "old
fashioned sensible Goody" (183) or the "good Motherly WomarC is not re
spected enough in society (185). It is one of the rewards of this diary that it
shows readers a different side to the woman of fashion.
Great care was taken in the production of this book, from the pleasing
weight of the paper stock to the charming dust jacket. The book itself is
amply illustrated, and the cover uses a detail from a 1772 portrait of Frances
Crewe by Sir Joshua Reynolds, which is reproduced in full color as the first
plate. She is posed sitting outdoors, reading in a wooded setting. The
simplicity of her cream and brown dress and shawl is repeated in the
subdued colors of her surroundings. Even the structural contours in the
portrait evoke a sense of harmony, from the circular shapes of the subject's
head and body, to the sleeping sheep around her and the adorable small,
white dog curled up on the ground in front of her. Horace Walpole thought
this one of Reynolds's best paintings.
While it is unlikely that there wiU be a movie made based on the life of
Frances Crewe, her famous friend Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire was
the subject of the major motion picture The Duchess (Paramount, 2008),
which starred Keira Knightley in the tide role. That film and this book both
demonstrate our desire to learn about and imagine what women's lives were
like in the eighteenth century.
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*

Malcolm Jack, Lisbon, City of the Sea: A Histoty. London: I. B.
Tauris, 2007. Pp. xx + 216. $35.00.
Reviewed by Irwin Primer, Rutgers University
Although the subtitle informs us that this book "a history," it is by no means
the kind of conventional or textbook history that presents political and
military events in chronological order. It is much more a cultural history that
combines a number of interwoven strands, among which we find; architec
tural history; descriptions of significant buildings, streets, and squares; some
verbal portraits of major figures, usually related to important families,
professions, and trades; a non-continuous review of Portugal's and Lisbon's
royal and other rulers; a brief survey of the centraUty of Lisbon in relation to
Portuguese explorations (beginningin the fifteenth century) and the rise and
faU of Portugal's colonial empire; and an unusually strong emphasis upon a
succession of eminent (and mostly English) visitors whose reactions to
Lisbon survive in letters, journals, diaries, essays, and books. Since all of
these subjects, or "themes" as Jack calls them in his Preface, are delivered
within the short space of 178 pages, readers can hope to find at best a
compact survey of Lisbon's political, religious, commercial, and military
history.
Since Jack obviously meant to avoid old-fashioned chronological
history, his major challenge at the outset was the arrangement of his themes.
This problem he resolved by structuring the book in seven distinctive
chapters, in each of which also manages to advance the city's chronological
story. (1) From Mythical to Medieval City, (2) The Imperial City, (3) The
Holy City, (4) Earthquake City, (5) Foreigners' City, (6) From Royal to
Republican City, and (7) The \K^te City.
It should be clear to the reader that Jack, who is currently the Clerk of
the House of Commons, deserves to be regarded as one of those distin
guished visitors mentioned in his fifth chapter and beyond. Previous visitors
sometimes complained about pickpockets, violence, and widespread poverty,
but in Jack's view modern Lisbon has emerged as a highly praiseworthy
postcolonial metropolis. The ideal reader for this book is not an advanced
specialist in Portuguese language or history, but a general reader who may be
wondering whether Lisbon should be included in his or her travel plans. It
is also an excellent book for seeing Lisbon through the eyes of an experi
enced visitor who has acquired a command of that city's history, geography.
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and culture that very few others can claim to have.Jack's primary interest in
Lisbon appears to be less political and historical than it is broadly cultural.
In his biography William Beckford: An English Fidalgo (AMS Press, 1996), he
devoted many pages to Beckford's years in Portugal. No doubt that served
as a stepping-stone to his next book, Sintra:A Glorious Eden (Carcanet, 2002).
Given the proximity of Lisbon to Sintra and the reappearance of Beckford
and other English visitors in Jack's books on Sintra and Lisbon, one can
expect to find a certain amount of repetition, but the book on Lisbon is a
wider canvas than the other two, with enough new material to justify its
existence as a separate entity.
Perhaps the least attractive parts of this book are those passages in
which Jack attempts in words to describe the architecture that he finds
notable in different structures. Thus we find descriptive sentences about
architectural details that most readers would have trouble visualizing, as in
this example: "Each of the Manuehne windows has two round-headed lights
and a framing stand on corbelled-out bases at the side. The capitals are
formed of wreaths of twisted foliage; on the lower floor one has twisted
around it two branches, out of which grow the cusps" (49). Only those
readers who have a firm grounding in the elements of gothic, Moorish, and
early modern architecture can begin to make sense of such descriptions.
There are quite a few passages of this sort, which would have served better
if coupled with photographic images of the objects being discussed. It is true
that at least one of his illustrations does show a building in the Manueline
style, but it unfortunately does not take us close enough to the elaborate
details that Jack describes. A coffee table book, richly illustrated, is precisely
where Jack's descriptions of architectural features would function best.
If the reader's interest flags somewhat in the succession of architectural
descriptions, it certainly revives in two far more interesting chapters of this
book. "Earthquake City"—^which describes earlier eighteenth-century
Lisbon, its famous earthquake of 1755, and its gradual recovery—^is one of
the best shorter treatments of this subject. The next chapter, "Foreigners'
City," is an extension of Jack's previous writing on this subject in his books
on Beckford and on Sintra. Beckford, Byron, and Southey are the centers of
attention, butJack's Hst of literary travelers to Lisbon also includes Giuseppe
Barretti, whose name wiU always appear in any detailed account of Samuel
Johnson's literary circle. The eminent visitors (including Roy Campbell and
Rose Macaulay, who are later mentioned) are shown to comprise an
important segment in the cultural history of Lisbon. This, to be sure, is a
British assessment of that issue, and perhaps not every educated native of
Lisbon or of Portugal would agree with it.
Another feature of Jack's Eisbon that is less than satisfactory is his
choice of maps. In the two maps of Lisbon that are provided we can see its
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downtown and waterfront areas together with main avenues and streets, but
we get no sense of the placement of metropolitan Lisbon in relation to its
suburbs or neighboring communities. But readers who are curious about
such matters can now go to the Internet for excellent maps of that area as
well as for numerous photos of the city.
However, even without the wished-for maps and photos, the book
succeeds very well in conveying Jack's deep and broad appreciation of
Lisbon's culture, imparting a sense not only of the visual riches to be found
there, but even of its characteristic music, which he describes in his account
of the native musical genre of fado, a folk song that expresses "the Portu
guese notion of saudades,that nostalgia which comes from the realixation that
what has been lost cannot be regained" (149). Happily for the reader, saudades
is not the dominant or controlling emotion of Jack's enthusiastic depiction
of a vibrant and in many ways admirable modem city. He is well aware of the
darker aspects of Lisbon, and indeed of aU modern metropolises, and he
briefly names some of them, but he does not choose to dweU on them.

Eve Tavor Bannet, Empire of Letters: Letter Manuals and Trans
atlantic Correspondence, 1688—1820. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2006. Pp. xxiii + 347. $90.00.
Reviewed by Linda C. Mitchell, SanJose State University
Empire of Letters is an interdisciplinary, landmark study of the most wellknown letter-writing manuals from 1688 to 1820, mainly those in the group
of Secretaries and Letter-Writers. Except for Kathryn Hornbeak's The Complete
Ltter Writer in English, 1568—1800 (Smith College Studies in Modern
Languages, 1934), little attention has been paid to letter-writing manuals.
Bannet traces the complex history of authors and printers borrowing,
reprinting, and revising manuals for various social classes in England,
Scotland, and America. She analyzes letter-writing practices that reflect
eighteenth-century culture by describing common conceptions of letter
writing, current epistolary practices, instruction in school and home, and
directions for reading letters silently and orally. She even coins, and uses
throughout the book, the term "letteracy" to refer to "skills, values, and
kinds of knowledge beyond mere literacy that were involved in achieving
competency in the writing, reading and interpreting of letters" (xvii). The
chapters also demonstrate how letter-writing manuals are composites of
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family life, business practices, education, cultural attitudes, social norms,
political intrigues, and moral teachings.
Bannet provides an excellent overview of the book at the onset, which
makes keeping the vast amount of information manageable as the reader
moves through the chapters. Part I focuses on recurrent features of the most
popular London letter-writing manuals from 1688 to 1820, the Secretaries and
letter-Writers. Bannet begins her survey in 1688 with a description of the
diverse audience using letter-writing manuals for grammar lessons, conduct
books, business correspondence, and moral guidance. During this period the
format of Secretaries and letter-Writers were surprisingly uniform, and the
instmctions for salutations, content, and style remained consistent, mostly
because authors and printers borrowed from each other's manuals. Part II
continues to examine recurrent features in letter manuals, but it also
proposes that as letter manuals were continuously reprinted, they evolved to
meet the needs of their changing audiences, even with printers altering their
own original printings. For example, printers borrowed letters from English
manuals to adapt to an American audience. Bannet has organized chapters
3, 4, and 5 by the successive London manuals which dominated the home
market and gave rise to American and Scottish adaptations. Part III
investigates the need for secrecy, discretion, and secret writing in letters that
crossed the Atlantic during a politically turbulent time.
The chapters are organized chronologically to show both the evolution
of letter-writing manuals in England, Scotland, and America and the
influence of political events on epistolary practices. Chapter 1 provides
background information to help the reader understand the context of letterwriting manuals. Bannet argues that printed Secretaries were a means of
empowering people of all ages and ranks and that the manuals coincided
with the expanding of the empire. She explains that the establishment of a
government post office promoted letter writing in political and administra
tive fields, in commerce, and in the transmission of information, and she
demonstrates that letter-writing manuals were used in schools to teach style,
elocution, and even spelling and grammar. The author argues convincingly
that letter-writing manuals promoted standardized English and also provided
behavioral guides that helped standardize manners. The chapter has a brief
discussion on "familiar letters," which Bannet defines as "business and
letters of news, as well as letters of friendship, family, amusement and
courtship" (43) and concludes with letters as written conversation.
Chapter 2 explores the "architectonics" of eighteenth-century manuals.
The taxonomies in letter manuals were fairly consistent: business, advice,
petition, complaint, reproof, compliment, and consolation. Batmet maintains
that the repetition of letters in manuals created some sense of unity because
it "reinforced the conviction that human nature was fundamentally the same
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at all times and all places, and that people on different sides of the Adantic
participated in the same British culture" (108). A significant discussion in this
chapter focuses on how letters were meant to be read aloud (90). The letter
was seen as spoken communication that was put into writing and returned
to spoken communication when the document was delivered and read orally
to an audience. For example, readers used capitalized letters as guides on
where to place emphasis in the text (91). In this chapter the author also
surveys other consistent features in manuals, such as grammars, dictionaries,
spellers, and such directions as how to address certain types of people and
even how to fold letters (54). The chapter offers details about the polite
aspect of letters, such as possibly placing letters to superiors in a "cover," but
simply folding and sealing letters to lower ranking recipients with a space left
at a corner of the page for the address (68). Such seeming trivialities were in
fact crucial: a well-known recipient could be insulted by an overly specific
delivery address, whereas someone who overestimated his or her importance
ran the risk of not getting the letter (68).
Chapter 3 covers 1688 to approximately 1740 and evidences the
popularity of letter manuals that were purchased as frequently as bibles,
psalters, primers, and grammars. Specifically, the chapter examines John
Hill's and Thomas Goodman's Secretaries that were widely reprinted, adapted,
and modified for use in America, and specifically to a trading and mercantile
audience who wished to add gentility and refinement to their social and
domestic correspondence. Bannet maintains that provincial American
collections have a more "egalitarian and universalizing appearance" than
London manuals and that American manuals have "insistent moral teaching
(149-50).
Chapter 4 looks at the second half of the eighteenth century when the
most widely printed British letter manuals, the various Scottish versions of
Crowder's and Dilworth's Complete Letter-Writers, were used as the bases for
even further American manuals. Bannet observes that although lettercollections in the Complete Letter-Writers continued to address the same
subjects and generic characters as Secretaries had done, themes such as
friendship, marriage, travel, and apprenticeship in the
letter-Writers octt.
addressed differently (151). For instance, in later manuals such cultural issues
as the elder brother-sibling relationship (older brother takes place of father
or uncle), courtship, and bankruptcy (151) receive more attention to reflect
changing times.
Chapter 5 explains several important changes taking place in letterwriting manuals reprinted from 1790 to 1820. Popular manuals during this
period were now subtitled "The Art of Correspondence" to signal more
extensive models of longer epistolary exchanges. These models also stressed
even more conduct book subjects such as friendships among men, the art of
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conversation, and the role of women; however, the thematic table of
contents and titles do not always reflect the title or subject of a letter. The
chapter discusses two Paternoster Row populists printers John Cooke and
Alexander Hogg who published competing manuals.John Cooke's popular
Universal Uetter-Writer; or Art of Correspondence (1790—1820) was the more
influential of the two printers. He deviated from previous Uetter-Writers by
omitting fawning letters from inferiors to superiors, separating concerns of
the household-family from matters of avocation and business, incorporating
political thoughts, and introducing new situations and problems in letters.
Alexander Hogghad a reputation for bringing out new titles that were simply
unchanged editions of previously printed manuals. This chapter also outlines
the work of Philadelphia printer David Hogan who tookletters from English
manuals, rearranged them, and adapted the models for an American
audience.
In chapter 6, Banner provides an overview of secret writing in political
contexts of the eighteenth century, a context that other smdies have not fuUy
acknowledged. Banner claims that the "dynamic of public and hidden
transcripts shaped the transatlantic culture of letters across do
mains—^political, commercial, periodical, legal, literary and personal or
domestic" (235). Letter-writers used a variety of techniques to disguise the
content of letters, authorship, and the delivery, such as letters sent in
multiple copies, references couched in obscure allusions, words translated
into elaborate ciphers and codes, names written only as initials, delivery
specified by carrier, and, at times, content written in invisible ink. Secrecy
was reinforced both by the practice of reading letters aloud to a select group
and then burning them. With a touch of humor, Bannet notes that transat
lantic letters carried the obligation of bringing news of interest, especially
since the recipient had to pay the postage (257), and that letters were sent in
multiple copies to make sure at least one copy got through (258). Chapter 7
considers the implications of secret writing in three canonical literary
texts—J. Hector St. John de Crevecoeur's ivc.sx.ljetterfrom anAmerican Farmer
(1782), Joseph Addison and Richard Steele's The Spectator (1711-12), and
Benjamin Franklin's Autobiography (1793). The chapter thus provides
examples of how letters can be viewed and appreciated as literature as well.
One way that Bannet's book differs from other letter-writing studies is
in its expanded description of context. For example, when she points out
that a letter writer was to leave no space after a signature at the bottom of
the page, she explains in detail the reasons why such security was needed,
which other studies tend to overlook (67). When she describes the need for
secrecy in chapter 6, she provides a detailed description of the political
situation in eighteenth-century England and America. A broader context for
understanding manuals comes as Bannet outlines the publishing history of
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the two major letter-writing manuals. Secretaries and Letter-Writers. Bannet is
meticulous about describing how each printer altered the manuals in content
and style to adapt to changing, more diverse audiences in England,Scotland,
and America. Bannet also deserves much credit for including what other
studies overlook in letter writing, the direct influence of the history of
rhetoric. She states, "epistolography was an art of rhetoric, which educated
men used to persuade and move others in predetermined ways, and that
women generally lacked such classical rhetorical schooling" (xx). Chapter 1
in particular looks at ways classical oration, with its exordium, narratio, divisio,
conjirmatio, refutatio, and peroration, was used in eighteenth-century letter
writing, such as in writing a polite introduction, a succinct, clear narration,
and reaffirming conclusion.
Empire of Letters'\s a revolutionary, interdisciplinary study that creates a
new understanding of eighteenth-century letters, novels, periodicals, and
other kinds of writing that used the letter form. Scholars working in cultural
or social history, history of rhetoric, the study of literature, and the history
of education wiU find the text valuable. Bannet provides a service to scholars
who have researched these manuals and been confused by the ESTC
bibliographical information. She "establishes filiations between manuals and
shows wMch were versions of which" (xbc). A drawback to the book might
be construed as a compliment: chapters are densely packed with abundant,
rich research. Each chapter is so fully developed that it could be a book on
its own. This review cannot do justice to the depth of Bannet's scholarly
study—^a significant resource for anyone working in the field of letter
writing.
*

Jan Fergus, Provincial Readers in Eighteenth-Century England.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006. Pp. xiv + 314. $110.00.
Reviewed by Jocelyn Harris, University of Otago
Much ink has been spilled by scholars in charting the rise of the novel, but
until Jan Fergus made her sources speak, we did not know much about who
read fiction in the first place. In this fascinating study, Fergus draws on the
archival records of 3,300 customers of Midlands booksellers, library and
book club catalogues, wiUs, letters, printed sources, and parish records such
as window and poor rate taxes, mihtia Usts, births and burials to make up a
collective biography of the common reader.
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Fergus offers solid demographic information about provincial English
readership in the second half of the eighteenth century. Categori2ing readers
by class, profession, age, and sex,she tackles accepted wisdom about a binary
separation between the sexes as to their reading. Men and women readers
alike prove less fixated on canonical texts than critics believe, since they
actively sought out not just novels but also plays, chapbooks, and fiction in
children's books and magazines. Thus whereas some argue that readership
was supply-driven, Fergus concludes that canonicity was determined by
demand, not availability.
Also contrary to received opinion is her discovery that though new
novels were expensive, reviews proved largely insignificant in swaying the
decisions of consumers. And if the existence of circulating libraries has been
thought to inhibit individuals from bu3dng their own copies of books, the
records of a small circulating library in Warwick demonstrate that provincial
audiences were as likely to buy books as to borrow them. Even more
pervasive is the assumption that most eighteenth-century readers were
women. As Fergus writes, however, "persistent cultural investments in the
gendering of audiences, with sex and gender usually being conflated, so that
male/man equals masculine and female/woman equals feminine" turn an
eighteenth-century myth into historical fact. So, if she is right to argue that
the reading of fiction is "more complicated, more fluid, less gender-bound"
than we knew, what do men readers learn about unequal power relations and
other matters by reading texts identified with women? What "subject posi
tions can they adopt, and above all, what do they gain in this period by
crossing gender boundaries in their reading" while remaining "largely invisi
ble as readers"? Fergus, whose acquaintance with the relevant theoretical
literature is impressive, rounds up the debates in five brisk but courteous
pages (7-13) that interrogate many an entrenched position as far back as Ian
Watt's 'Rise of the Novel (University of California Press, 1957).
Fergus answers her own provocative questions both quantitatively and
qualitatively through tables, appendices, and illustrative histories. She tells,
for instance, of William Gough, a poetical tapster who shared a subscription
to the luu^'sMagar^ne-miis a Mr. Hewitt, also located at the Globe, "possibly
an innkeeper or one of the several Hewitts who were husbandmen in
Dodford according to the Northamptonshire militia lists of 1777." One can
only imagine the dedicated sleuthing that produced that particular little
biography. Gough published rebuses and enigmas that, as Fergus says in her
analysis of his verse, "create for the speaker a liminal position between male
and female readers, between masculine and feminine amusements." That is,
he expresses pleasures that reception theorists would call "queer" because of
his lack of respect for culturally imposed categories (200-203).
So-called "bourgeois" readers of the middlingsort have long been said
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to make up the principal audience for fiction, but Fergus argues that any
definition of the provincial reading public must be extended to tapsters like
Gough, laborers, landed gentry, clergymen, attomeys, together with their
wives and daughters—and elite schoolboys. Rugby School, for instance,
offers incontrovertible evidence from a "partially recoverable interpretive
community" (38) that men did not borrow and buy books only for their
wives and daughters to read.
At Rugby, boys inhabiting a harsh all-male world found consolation in
Gooi^-Tm-Shoes, devoured Newbery's "htde books," which were abridged but
uncensored versions of adult fiction, adored Frances Bumey, and borrowed
ladies' magazines in what Fergus calls a "cross-gendered, cross-class,
intergenerational consumption of texts" (38—40). She suggests that their
eagerness to import female perspectives arose because they "saw themselves
as unfairly disempowered, thus to some extent feminized—^placed in a
subordinate position comparable to that of women." Evidence for this
implication appears in The¥lagellant{yi97), a short-lived magazine published
at Westminster by Robert Southey and three fiiends, which contained the
poet's vigorous denunciation of flogging, for which he was expelled, and a
"surprising vignette that focuses on disempowered women" (151).
Similar patterns arise within the Daventry Dissenting Academy for
Boys, where lads with the Harry Potterish names of Lickorish, Sleath, and
Larkcom were greedy consumers of fiction. Some of the bo)^, however, paid
cash to conceal their purchases and keep themselves invisible. Grown men
read novels with equal avidity: Fergus cites a speed-reading butcher in
Warwick, forty-six-year-oldJohn Latimer, who in spite of being in arrears on
his poor rates, was the most dedicated consumer listed in the archives of the
Samuel Clay circulating library in Warwick Latimer borrowed 169 volumes
in thirteen months, which means that at times, especially during the long
nights of winter, he must have read a volume a day. Remarkably, he read
Samuel Richardson's seven-volume Sir Charles Grandison (1753—54) twice in
rapid succession, unless his wife Anne Hodgson or his son William begged
him to get it out again (43—44).
Such arresting glimpses of other people's lives are a prime pleasure in
Provincial Readers. What on earth, for instance, prompted the Daventry Society
of Clergymen to buy the anonymous Anecdotes of the Convent (1771)? And why
did the vicar's wife Mrs. Freeman of Long Buckby, formerly Edith HanweU,
pay so little heed to Richardson's strictures on proper behawor in the last
two volumes of Pamela (1741) that five or six years later she "from an
obstinant temper kept to her Bed 44 years"? This delectable item Fergus
exhumed from the 1814 burial records at Buckby (63-64).
Fergus confirms the thesis of Michel de Certeau about readers being
active rather than passive agents when examples of desultory readingsuggest
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that readers do indeed construct meanings for themselves, "refashioning
what they consume and possibly reading against the grain" (114). The same
is true of magazines, which provided a kind of interactive coffee house in
print, as Fergus says (213). But on the evidence she then unfolds, magazines
failed to stimulate the reading of fiction as powerfully as once was argued.
In fact, almanacs, school texts. Bibles, common prayer books, divinity,
sermons, history, and belles lettres were all more popular with provincial
readers than were novels.
If men read more fiction than women, Fergus asks, how then did the
experience shape their sensibilities? And how does their reading affect the
canard that the solitary vice of readinginflamed the imaginations of women?
Perhaps the prevailing anti-novel discourse of the eighteenth century
exposed men's panic that out-of-control women might become sluts, mn
away, or fail to find ordinary men—as opposed to men in novels—appealing
(72). All this suggests that just as gender studies include men as well as
women, culmral historians should examine the ways that novels construct
men and male reading as well as female identity and female reading. After aU,
as Fergus says, novels offered men multiple subject positions to choose
from, and all this without attracting much scrutiny or criticism because they
were "invisible" (74).
A further surprising conclusion of the book is that women's produc
tions were regularly erased after ten to fifteen years. Even Bumey's novels
disappear from the records, in spite of her splendid reputation. So does
women's drama. Fergus also proves that authorial anonymity was disadvanta
geous, at a time when many women—^includingJane Austen—^wrote anony
mously. Novels by men came consequently to dominate the eighteenthcentury canon as we think of it now, so that women's novels can be "shown"
not to last, and Henry Mackenzie becomes a prominent exemplar of
sentimentalism in what Fergus nicely calls "a bad eminence" (88-91). As she
explains it, contemporary reviewers noticed even outstandingwomen writers
only when they were relatively new, and if the women persisted, "sooner or
later their work was damned (as was Frances Bumey's The Wanderer'm 1814)
or, worse, ignored" (104).
Fergus concludes that the "long-dominant, classic accounts by modern
critics from Ian Watt onwards of a predominantly female readership for
eighteenth-century novels are flimsy, based on no evidence other than
reference to the statements of eighteenth-century book reviewers and
moralists." Such contemporary accounts she calls "interested and even
hysterical" (236). Writing with clarity and wit, she animates her meticulously
compiled statistics, appendices, and indexes with engaging anecdotes and a
sophisticated criticalunderstanding. Although the labor must have beenlong
and often arduous, the book gives off no whiff of the lamp. Her ambition
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of realizing "fully all these lost readers' scenes of reading" was indeed and of
course the "vain fiction" she ruefully says it was (244), but students of print
culture and social history will be inspired by the conclusions and the
methodology of Jan Fergus in Pnvincial Readers.

Ron Broglio, Technologies of the Picturesque: British Art, Poetry,
and Instruments, 17JO-18dO. Lewisburg: Bucknell University
Press, 2008. Pp. 236. $50.00.
Reviewed by Tobias Menely, 'Willamette University
The picturesque aesthetic has had a bad reputation since its rise to promi
nence in the late eighteenth century. Though a lover of romantic nature,
Marianne Dashwood, of Jane Austen's Sense and Sensibility (1811), explicitly
repudiates the "jargon" associated with the picturesque. Thomas Rowlandson's satirical figure Dr. Syntax is a hapless picturesque tourist, more
interested in mental concepts than the physical world around him. These
days, historians understand the picturesque as a wholly ideological way of
seeing, which primarily served to legitimate the cultural authority of a rising
middle class. Their gazes educated in picturesque conventions, bourgeois
tourists transformed working landscapes into wild scenes or idealized images
of agricultural labor, aU the while confirming their own emotional depth and
good taste. Rather than treating the picturesque as the modish cultural
practice of an emergent social class, Ron Broglio, in Technolopes of the
Picturesque, links it with scientificand technological innovations. He describes
the picturesque as a "cognitive ecology" (29), a way of framing nature
through a process of mediation and abstraction that it shares with cartogra
phy, meteorology, and catde breeding. Scientific instruments—^"maps,
quadrants, clocks, cloud charts, and catde breeding images" (22)—are akin
to the aesthetic categories that facilitate picturesque travel and landscape
design. Like art, Broglio observes, these technologies offer ways of seeing
nature: labeling and categorizing phenomena, accentuating or occluding
elements, and thus making the natural world intelligible to a human viewer
who observes it from a distance.
Broglio frames Technoloffes of the Picturesque as a response to ecocritical
interpretations of Romantic literature that retain a humanistic conception of
identity, an unexamined idealization of the autonomous subject whose
primary relation to the natural world is visual. He contrasts the self-contained
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subjectivity of the picturesque tourist with the intersubjective and sensate
identity that emerges when poets and artists encounter the land
phenomenologically. BrogUo discovers an ecologically significant unsettling
of the Romantic subject not only in phenomenological experience, but also,
tuiexpectedly, in the "distributed cognition" facilitated by aesthetic and
scientific technology (28). BrogHo's discussion of technology is dialectical:
instruments facilitate the extension of human sovereignty over nature and
simultaneously produce the self as an element within an assemblage whose
cognition occurs externally. While the picturesque seems to confirm the
hegemony of the individual who views namre at a self-affirming distance, its
reliance on tools su^ests that the "subject, including its interiority, is merely
a part of a larger matrix" (28).
The argument commences,in chapters 2 and 3, by examining advances
in cartographic technology: the marine chronometer, used to establish
longitude, and the various instruments and attitudes associated with the
National Ordinance Survey. In 1714, the British Longitude Act offered
twenty thousand pounds for the invention of a precise way to calculate
longitude. Improving on the established lunar method, John Harrison built
his highly accurate H4 clock, which tracks Greenwich time. Broglio
maintains that, in contrast with the lunar method, which relies on "a
relationship between the user and the heavens" (39), Harrison's approach
imposed a layer of abstraction between sailors and the world. The chapter
ends with a reading of Rowlandson's The Tour of Dr. Syntax in Search of the
Picturesque (1812), a satirical look at the self-referentiaUty of the picturesque
idiom, which Broglio sees as analogous to Harrison's abstracted model of
global geography. Chapter 3 turns to the century-long project of producing
a precise map of Britain. like picturesque aesthetics, surveying transforms
shifting and infinitely various landscapes into static and homogeneous
representations, perceived optically rather than tactuaUy.
At the heart of the book is a consideration of William Wordsworth's
ambivalent relation to the picturesque. When the poet looks with a
picturesque gaxe, "the land itself becomes secondary to a privileged
interiority of memory and feeling" (81); in other instances, the natural world
and its inhabitants are granted the agency to unsettle and extend the self. A.
Guide through the District of theTakes (1810/1835) epitomizes the logic of the
picturesque, teaching travelers how to view scenery from a distance.
Similarly, the Simplon Pass episode in The Prelude (1799/1850) seems to
convey the poet's discovery of imagination's creative power over and against
material nature. Yet Broglio notes that the episode ends with wild nature,
dynamic and resolutely material, resisting imaginative appropriation. The
narrator does not experience the usual recompense of scenic encounter, the
stabilization of the self, and is left haunted. Broglio turns to several shorter
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poems, mostly from lyrical Ballads (1798), which describe encounters with
marginalized and wounded individuals who inhabit the natural world,
embodying an even more radical—and, for Wordsworth, disturb
ing—dissolution of self into landscape. These poems stage a phenomenological critique of epistemological abstraction and optic distance, depicting
human subjects whose presence impedes the powers of imagination and
reflection to impose harmony on nature.
like Wordsworth, the painter John Constable, whose cloudscapes are
the subject of chapter 5, was equivocal about the picturesque aesthetic and
its allied technologies of space. Clouds, Broglio points out, are ideal examples
of the protean and singular nature of natural phenomena. Constable
followed convention in his early paintings, borrowing his cloud forms from
the European masters. In 1803, Luke Howard established a meteorological
taxonomy of clouds, and recent scholarship has linked Constable's later
innovations in cloud painting with Howard's nomenclature. While allowing
that both Constable and Howard were interested in cloud form as an
indicator of atmospheric conditions, Broglio argues that the painter's clouds
exceed Howard's categories, that Constable achieved the "brilliant specific
ity" of his cloudscapes through direct observation (135). Above all.
Constable reveals the narrative of weather: the temporal dynamism of any
arrangement of sky, sun, cloud, wind, temperature, and rain. In contrast with
static cloud taxonomies,and belying the interpretative tradition that reads his
billowing cloudscapes as key elements of characteristically English scenes.
Constable's skies disclose weather as an event, representing an agency and a
temporality in nature that exceed human framing.
The final two chapters turn from landscapes to their nonhuman inhabi
tants. Robert Bakewell, the "father of modem animal breeding" (162),
challenged custom by breeding close genetic relations. He succeeded in
creating a market for his improved longhoms and enthusiasm for interven
tionist breeding techniques, although it was the shorthorn, immortalized in
George Stubbs's painting The Uncolnshire Ox (1791), that "became the
benchmark of agriculture" (174). Idealized cattle portraits promoted the
work of particular breeders, another instance of the visual as the primary
means of mediating knowledge of the natural world. Set in prototypicaUy
English landscapes, the improved cattle stood for the nation's bounty and
agricultural improvement, and cattle became the exemplary picturesque
animals, paiticularly for scenes set in the otherwise monotonous English
Midlands. While cattle portraiture frames animals as idealized objects of
human desire, Edward Jenner's method of smallpox vaccination using
cowpox, the subject of the final chapter, brings the otherness of animals
unsettlingly near. In the 1790s, Jenner began publicizing his method of
inoculation, a safer method than the variolation introduced by Mary Wortley
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Montagu, and its use quickly spread through the British Empire and Europe.
Resistance, however, came from those who saw the injection of animal fluids
into the human body as liable to produce monstrous human-animal hybrids.
Broglio suggests that, unlike the raising of beef cattle, the use of cowpox for
human vaccination resists picturesque representation, resists the forms of
framing that produce animals as fit for human consumption, and so disrupts
the fiction of human uniqueness.
As an intervention in the field of Green Romanticism, Technologies of the
Picturesque raises more questions than it answers. Why, for instance, is an
encounter with nature that disorients the self more ecologically sound than
one that affirms the self? Why it is necessarily the case that a fragmentation
of subjectivity occasioned by proximity to physical nature brings about a
more ecological world(view)? Broglio tends to idealize forms of "connec
tion" that occur without "reflection" or mediation (90). He assumes that
framing, categorizing, and enumerating necessarily impede our experience of
nature's reality. However, isn't our relation to the namral world always
"ordered according to a mode of seeing," always mediated (57)? Broglio
makes it seem as if scientific representations of the natural world are
absolutely self-referential, even though the innovations he describes utilize
abstraction to understand nature. A navigator using a marine chronometer
to calculate his longitude discovers precisely where he is in the physical
world. It is worth remembering that enumeration, taxonomy, and other
forms of abstraction underlie biological and ecological ways of knowing
namre.
The picturesque aesthetic is no more self-referential than Harrison's
clocks. Broglio maintains a straightforward definition of the picturesque as
a kind of falsification of namre: a method of visualizing a landscape by
erasing certain of its elements and harmonizing others. Dr. Syntax is his
exemplary picturesque tourist. Closer attention to the writings of picmresque
travelers and theorists (Broglio briefly discusses William Gilpin and ignores
Richard Payne Knight and Uvedale Price) might reveal the picmresque to be
a way of seeing that accenmates feamres of the namral world—and
particularly, of wild namre—that had long been devalued. It is not selfevident that picmresque tourists only saw the "land with a sense of
possessing it" (58) or for its "use value" (74). What is novel about the
picmresque, in fact, is the way it finds value in non-productive land. Finally,
more could be said about the difference between aesthetics and science.
Though the overlap between picmresque and scientific representation is
fascinating, this smdy is overly prone to claims such as "the eye of the
surveyor and the eye of the picmresque tourist are the same eye" (58). The
end of art is not measurement and prediction, as it is for science, so it is
unsurprising that artists like Wordsworth and Constablewould be compelled
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by the haecceity, or absolute singularity, that resists representation. I hope it
is evident that these questions and reflections attest to the intellectual
fecundity and adventurousness of Broglio's work. Technolo^es of the Picturesque
is a polished and often nuanced study, which draws compelling connections
between the picturesque aesthetic and the epistemic and technological
conditions of modernity.

John Ray, The Rosetta Stone and the Rebirth of Ancient Egypt.
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2007. Pp. 199. $19.95.
Reviewed by Melanie Byrd, Valdosta State University
The Rosetta Stone is a cultural icon and one of the star attractions at the
British Museum. Tourists, eager to own a piece of history or at least a
facsimile, can choose from among T-shirts, coffee mugs, mouse pads,
neckties, or fridge magnets that bear the celebrated image. Yet few of the
visitors who flock around the stone's display case know about the Hellenistic
civili2ation that produced the monument, the Anglo-French conflict that
brought the stone to the British Museum, the linguistic gymnastics involved
in deciphering it, or the cultural issues that it has come to represent. Hardly
anybody knows what the Rosetta Stone actually says, butin the popular mind
It conveys the mysteries of ancient Egypt combined with the glamour of
scientific discovery.John Ray examines the famous monument in its multiple
historical contexts in his concise, witty, and informal narrative. The well
organized, illustrated book offers an annotated bibliography for those who
seek more expansive discussion of the topics that Ray addresses, plus a
complete translation of the inscription on the monument.
Ray introduces the significance of the Rosetta Stone with a description
of how the language and civilization of Pharaonic Egypt disappeared with
the arrival of Christianity in the late Roman Empite. Despite their monothe
ism, Coptic and later Muslim writers were intrigued by the idea of the
vanished, albeit pagan and likely demonic, civilization and its treasures. For
centuries European writers tried to decipher hieroglyphs but were often led
astray by their perception of the fantastic and esoteric nature of ancient
Egypt. By the eighteenth century, a few serious scholars, like William
Warburton, started to believe that ancient Egypt had developed a rational
writing system to record prosaic information as well as occult practices.
The situation that led to the discovery of the Rosetta Stone was the
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French invasion of Egypt under Napoleon Bonaparte in 1798. The Egyptian
Campaign was part of the Revolutionary Wars that were in turn part of a
long running Anglo-French conflict. France lost the war for empire, but it
maintained its cultural claim on the legacy of ancient Egypt. Scholars
attached to the French army produced the richly, often imaginatively
illustrated Description de I'Epypte (1809—22), which Ray refers to as Egypto
logy's "first database, and one of its most glamorous" (32). The British
claimed the Rosetta Stone, accidentally unearthed by a French military
engineer, as a trophy of war. The cultural significance of the trilingual
inscription as a key to deciphering hieroglyphs was clear, but possession of
the stone as a symbol of victory did not guarantee mastery of the emerging
discipline of modern Egyptology.
Two scholars, the English scientist Thomas Young and the French
linguist Jean Fran9ois ChampoUion, contributed to deciphering the stone.
Champollion is the more famous, because he made the final breakthrough
about the phonetic value of hieroglyphic symbols. Ray asserts that Young
deserves credit for his creation of a conceptual framework in which
hierogl3^hic script was understood as a rational writing system with a logical
structure. His work gave Champollion a foundation on which to build.
The cultural legacies from decipherment of the Rosetta Stone were
numerous and diverse. Throughout the nineteenth century, various scholars
elaborated on the work that Champollion had begun, and Egyptology
emerged as a science and academic discipline tied to philology, archaeology,
and art history. Aside from the public, royal Egypt displayed in monumental
inscriptions, hieroglyphic writing also revealed the personal, homely, and
sometimes humorous side of the ancient civilization. Romance and adven
ture tales, corrected homework exercises, bureaucratic memoranda, tax
receipts, shopping lists, and the occasional bawdy joke became a testament
to everyday kfe.
Aside from its celebrated role as the key that unlocked the door to
ancient Egypt, the inscription on the Rosetta Stone is also part of Egyptian
history that illuminates the unequal balance of power between a young
Hellenistic ruler and powerful Egyptian priesthoods. The stone originated in
Memphis, religious capital of Egypt, and the Decree of Memphis inscribed
on it reflects the turhulent nature of Greek rule in Egypt. Ptolemy V needed
the support of powerful, wealthy temples to maintain control over the
populace.
A final, darker, legacy of the Rosetta Stone is the strife that it has
fostered. Two centuries after the French and British wrangled over its
ownership, discussion about returning the stele to Egypt occasionally
surfaces. The issues in this argument involve not only the Rosetta Stone, but,
by implication and analogy, aU artworks that have been removed from their
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place of origiii over time, such as the Treasure of Priam and Horses of St.
Mark's. Raj^s interpretation of the ethics of acquisition, preservation, and
stewardship avoids the commercial and legal details of the international art
market. Rather, his focus is abstract and cerebral. Symbolic cultural objects
and the multiple histories that they represent simultaneously belong to
different peoples. Ray concludes that die British Museum is merely the
physical setting of the stone, "but its true location is different and it is
universal. That homeland is the wonder which is the beginning of knowl
edge, and which speaks to the mind" (163). Some readers wiU feel that the
author is making a coy and lengthy argument to justify the British Museum's
ownership of the Rosetta Stone and other works, such as the disputed Elgin
Marbles, but he raises an intriguing point for debate. If aU Egyptian artworks
were returned to Egypt, then the rest of the world would lose its access to
and appreciation of ancient Egyptian civilization. If all art world objects were
returned to descendants of their creators, then museum collections would
become narrowly provincial and defeat part of their purpose.
*

Janet Todd, The Cambridge Introduction to Jane Austen. Cam
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006. Pp. xi + 152. $68.00
cloth, $19.99 paper.
Reviewed by Colin Jager, Rutgers University
This is a readable and intelligent "Introduction" to Jane Austen. According
to her Preface, Janet Todd's goal is to offer readings of each of Austen's six
completed novels, "with enough background material for a student to locate
the works in their historical moment" (ix). Todd rightly observes that both
popular audiences (fed and inspired, in many cases, by the recent spate of
movies) and professional academics have a stake in "Jane Austen." The
boundary between professionaland nonprofessional is ofcourse a somewhat
uneasy one, since Austen fulfills different needs for the college English
professor than she does for the casual reader; still, Todd aims to walk this
boundary in her book, primarily by trying to keep always before her what wiU
be most useful for the "student." Thus, we get "enough background
material" (ix) but only just enough; the focus will be on the novels them
selves.
Todd organizes the book logically, with a biographical chapter, a
chapter on Austen's literary context, individual chapters on each of the six
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completed novelsin the order of their composition, and a brief "Afterword."
Chapter 1, "Life and Times," briefly discusses Austen's juvenilia, the
drafts of the three early novels, and describes the fun-loving, clever, and
witty fatnily to which Jane Austen belonged. Thanks to accounts like Peter
Knox-Shaw's Jane Austen and the Enli^tenment (Cambridge University Press,
2004), we have become more familiar with this image of the Austen family
as representatives of alate Enlightenment Anglican sensibility that would not
survive the tumulmous years of the romantic era. The family moved to Bath
in 1801; Austen apparently didn't write much there, and the mysterious nearsilence thatlasted until 1809 has intrigued scholars. When the Austen women
finally landed in Chawton,Austen began turning herself into what Todd calls
a "serious novelist" (8) and a "professional writer" (9). In this context the
book offers some useful information on the variety of ways in which novels
could be published in the early nineteenth century, and on Austen's varied
success in the market. But beyond a passing engagement with Walter Scott,
we don't get an analysis of that market itself. This is a problem, if only
because Todd is clearly attracted to the contrast that she draws between "the
young Steventon woman" and the "Chawton professional" (37). But she
does not give her readers much of a sense of what being "professional"
means, and lacking that one is incHned to wonder whether the contrast is
overdrawn.
Chapter 2, entitied "The Literary Context," defdy places Austen in
relation to several groups of powerful forbears: Samuel Johnson, of course,
as well as Samuel Richardson and Henry Fielding and the growing ranks of
female novelists, particularly Frances Bumey. Then there are the debates
about female education, conservative (Hannah More) and liberal (Mary
Wollstonecraft). Finally, there is Ann Radcliffe's gothic. In every case, Todd
gives us an Austen who makes the issues her own. She is a more versatile
writer than Fielding, Richardson, and Johnson; she is less histrionic than
Burney and Radcliffe, less didactic than Wollstonecraft and More. Austen's
relations to her romantic contemporaries—^particularly Byron and Scott—^are
given a less dialectical treatment. "I could no more write a Romance than an
Epic Poem," Austen declared, and Todd takes this pretty much at face value,
which perhaps hinders her discussion of Persuasion (1817), Austen's most
romantic novel. This chapter also gives a brief but accurate summary of
Austen's reception in the late nineteenth and twentieth cenmries: the
"Austen as national treasure" (32) so beloved of Janeites; the mother of F.
R. Leavis's Great Tradition; and thus on to feminism, Marxism, postcolonial
criticism, and "a new aestheticism" (35). These later terms, especially, are
largely unexplained; a reader unfamiliar with the general movements and
trends of literary scholarship over the past forty years will not find much
enlightenment here, and a reader who is familiar with them will want more
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than Todd gives us.
The next six chapters take a novel each. Ail are competent, and several
are more than that; the chapters on Fride and Prejudice (1813) and on Brnma
(1815) are particularlygood, the former because it resists Elixabeth Bennett's
charm, the latter for the way it homes in on Emma's ability to make do with
very little. As befits an introduction, none of these chapters really offers a
"reading" in the sense generally performed by literature professors in
academic journals; instead, we have here something more akin to "critical
commentary."
However, a reader will need to know Austen's novels very well in order
to get much satisfaction from these commentaries. Todd writes as if we have
the novels open beside us as we read her book For example, the discussion
of Willoughby's eleventh-hour appearance in Sense and Sensibility (1811) is
beautifully handled and clearly attuned to the latest scholarship. But if you're
not famUiar with the novel, or even if you haven't looked at that particular
scene recently, you won'tget much out of it. At the same time, a lazy student
who might turn toTodd's chapter on 'Persuasion in order to avoid reading the
novel wiU not come away with much.
The question that preoccupies Todd in the opening chapters and the
closing Afterword (though not much in the six central chapters) is that of
Austen's perennial popularity; why are novelists originally more popular than
she—Richardson, Scott, Burney—^now read only by English professors and
(sometimes) their students, while Austen's star continues to rise? It's a good
question. Todd's answer, never quite announced as such, is that Austen's
fiction is less dependent on its time and place. Unlike her contemporaries,
Austen keeps exterior detail to a minimum; her plots don't depend on
explicit reference and knowledgeable readers; what makes her special is that
her readers find in her "a truthful representation of human consciousness"
(133). Thus readers can forget that they are reading something "historical."
This is an interesting idea, for it amounts to the claim that what feels
more realistic is actually not more truthful in any literal sense, but is instead
artfully constructed to feel somehow more "right." At points Todd seems
admirably alert to the constructed nature of this textual effect: "Austen is the
first novelist whose central characters now live for modem readers as men and
women with whom they can identify and about whom they might fantasize"
(26). Yet firee indirect style, the chief means through which Austen manages
such readerly fantasizing, is considered only briefly (30). And the sense of
contingency and artificiality of which Austen was herself so wittily conscious
seems to have vanished by the end of the book. Consider Todd's concluding
sentence: "By thus granting her characters a depth of human fireedom,
Austen forces us to become actively involved in the analysis of their
psychology—and once this involvement in the fictional world has been
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triggered, it seems only plausible that the characters we have helped to shape
in our minds strike us as 'real' and continue as part or our own mental
landscape" (133). This is a pretty elegant description of what used to go by
the name of "ideology." It conveniently forgets that "consciousness" is not
the opposite of "history." There is a history to consciousness just as much
as there is a history to the winding paths of the Vauxhall gardens down
which Bumey sends her characters, but in the face of the magical effects of
consciousness and projection that Austen manipulates so masterfully it can
be hard to remember this. A fuller engagement with Austen's technique, of
the sort offered for instance in D. H. Miller's Jane Austen, or the Secret of Style
(Princeton University Press, 2003), would have helped to demystify the
consummately masterful "Jane Austen." It would also, of course, have
moved this book closer to the kind of professional literary criticism that an
"Introduction" is supposed to keep at arm's length.
What of Austen's politics? Todd convincingly places Austen between
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and between two revolutions
(French and Industrial). She points out that what comes apart, too, during
those years is the legitimacy of the picture of harmoniously interacting
classes and stations of life; during the war years, the rich got richer, the poor
got sicker, and any sense of their being involved in a social structure of
mutual benefit, a sense so urgently promulgated by conservative writers of
the period, went the way of the hand loom. The popular Jane Austen
industry generally conspires to help us forget this, but by the time Austen is
done, we are much closer to the world of Eli2abeth Gaskell's North and South
(1854) than we are to Alexander Pope's "Windsor Forest" (1713). Todd
clearly knows this, though one could wish she had worked it more deeply
into her analysis of the novels themselves, rather than dropping it after the
opening chapters.
A word, finally, about the genre of this book. A quick glance at the
Cambridge University Press catalog su^ests that Cambridge has gone in
heavily for this "Introduction" series. The web site lists ninety-six titles, and
most of them have appeared within the last several years. There are "Intro
ductions" to George Eliot, Robert Frost, French poetry—^if you can think
of it, chances are there's an "Introduction" to it. "Cambridge Introductions
to Literature address the fundamental issues literature smdents require to
pursue a course of study," declares the opening blurb. "Combining relevant
information and fresh interpretation, these Introductions are specifically
designed for use on courses and in the classroom." Reading through Todd's
book, it occurred to me that this is an exceedingly difficult task. Who, I kept
asking myself, is the ideal reader of this "Introduction" to Jane Austen?
Cambridge is clearly hoping that professors wiU order it for their courses, but
although I teach Austen novels frequently I cannot imagine ordering this
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book for any of the courses that I teach. Unlike the very useful "Cambridge
Companions" series, this "Introduction" does not have enough detail or
orientation to the field for graduate students. It's too long for a run-of-themill undergraduate in a big lecture course—at least, I can't imagine mj
undergraduates reading it. And there's not enough meat on its bones for the
bright undergraduate writing an honors thesis.
Moreover, the purported "classroom" use seems to me to be a red
herring. For example, in her treatment of Northanger Abb^, Todd righdy
stresses the novel's many discussions of reading, its elaborate parody of
gothic conventions, and narrator's insistent presence in the text. But she
ignores or gives short shrift to almost all the textual sites to which I typically
direct my own undergraduates: the famous defense of novels in chapter five
is largely summarked rather than analyzed; the narrator's cmelty toward
Isabella Thorpe, and her boast at the end that she has created a "new
circumstance in romance" go unexplored; the discussion of the picturesque
is accurate and informative but glances so quickly overits political and social
dimensions that most of the interest drains from the discussion; and Henry
Tilney's technique of first stoking Catherine's gothic imagination and then
scolding her for it comes off as an example of masculine pedagogical
prerogative rather than manipulativesadism. All of these are classic "teaching
moments" because they are ambiguous and controversial and require close
texmal analysis rather than broad summary. I suspect Todd would agree with
me; but the genre of the "Introduction" in which she finds herself trapped
militates against precisely the kind of local, specific, engagements that make
literature worth teaching in the first place.
One other possibility, of course, is that the ideal reader of a book like
this is not the university student but the interested nonprofessional reader,
the sort of reader who buys the Penguin or Oxford World's Classics edition
of Emma. But such a reader, if she chooses one of those editions, gets not
only the novel but an edition with foomotes, a bibliography, and an excellent
introduction. Such a reader, that is to say, already possesses everything that
Todd's book provides, and possesses it in the context of the novel that he
or she wishes to read—which seems vasdy preferable to a stand-alone
"Introduction."
None of this, of course, is a direct criticism of Todd's book in
particular. I think she has dispatched her duty as well as she possibility could
have. Rather, the very fact of these ninety-six "Introductions" looks to me
like one more reminder—^if we needed one—of an academic publishing
industry unsure of its raison d'etre. An ambitious student with an Intemet
connection can get more free knowledge about Jane Austen and her novels
than any university press—published "Introduction" will be able to provide.
And that student, if she reads attentively, will also get a glimpse of the
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scholarly disagreements that an "Introduction," by its very nature, tends to
tame and normalize. The now universally loved Jane Austen, who had her
own problems with publishers during her lifetime, would doubdess appreci
ate the irony.
*

CoUn Jager, The Book of God: Secularit^ation and Design in the
Romantic Era. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
2007. Pp. xi + 274. $59.95.
Reviewed by Emma Mason, University of Warwick
Jager's The Took of God speaks to two interrelated ideas—that of natural
design and secularization—to redress the still current tendency of literary
critics to conflate all religious ideas and movements into a conservative and
outmoded politics that Romantic period literature then heroically decons
tructed. Design, the idea that an authorial designer has granted the world a
divine form revealed through its particularities, refuses to transform religion
into mere influence or history because,Jager argues, it is always aware of its
relationship to secularization (which design's divine implications contest
even as its scientific worldview seems to support its reality). He thus
attempts to rescue both terms from drowning in that analytic fuzziness so
characteristic of literary criticism, one that "usually teUs us as much about the
self-understanding of modern-day interpreters as it does about the historical
period under consideration" (x). Indeed Jager turns to Peter Berger's
observation that the small elite that comprises western academia, one whose
education and worldview is firmly grounded in "Enlightened beliefs and
values" (31), has a too eager tendency to secularize culture, from the
Romantic period on, even as empirical data shows otherwise (he reminds us
that many modernized societies are also the most religious). The idea that
religion declines as societies modernize is challenged here through a thesis
that proposes that people did not, in fact, suffer a loss of belief, and instead
both chose to think about their beliefs reflexively (the way "enlightened"
critics choose to think about the textual representation of subjects like race,
gender, and sexuality) and also worked to disentangle the assumed associa
tion between belief and religion. Freed fromits status as mere ideology, then.
Romanticism becomes a way of thinkingin a differential and fragmented way
that allows the reader to think the secular and religious together, rather than
labeling secular ways of reading "clear-sighted" (209) and religious perspec-
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tives naively mystified.
The main body of the book explores these arguments with reference to
Anna Letitia Barbauld, Jane Austen, and William Wordsworth, and David
Hume, William Paley and Emmanuel Kant, all of whom, Jager argues,
interrogate and discern the idea of design, rather than submitting to shifting
notions of secularism. Following biblical (the Psalms), hymnal (Isaac Watts),
and poetic (John Milton) explorations of design, these writers variously
denounce its argument as robotic logic (William Blake) or herald it as a kind
of divine form of reciprocal correspondence (Barbauld). As design came to
be understood as a natural phenomenon (one that humans are ideally suited
to assessing, perceiving, and describing, thought Hume), it was also deemed
compatible with science, offering the observer an active, analytical role, albeit
one motivated by God (123). Jager's discussion, while often rather weighty,
is at its most detailed when addressing Wordsworth, whose focus on intentionahty throughout Tbe Prelude (1799/1850) and elsewhere (PeterBell[1819];
The Ruined Cottage [1797]) is connected to design. For Jager, Wordsworth's
ability to construct the feeling or "aura" (181) of being in the presence of
some form of intention or divine authorship within his work signals his
willingness to embrace modem ideas of transformation while remaining
within the referential realms of design. In a reading of the Snowdon passage
of The Prelude, for example, nature is positioned as a kind of corrective to
Godwinism and secularism alike, a power that prevents the reader from
identifying the precise source of intentionahty in the poem even as it points
to such a power. As Jager suggests: "Design is eveiywhere—but, as a force
that rises from within, it is also nowhere in particular" (186). Such a
conclusion certainly offers us a more complex picture of Wordsworth's
relationship to religion than much previous criticism on the subject, tending
as it does to either yoke the poet to one faith system or another or to elide
the question of belief altogether by abstractiy announcing him either "for"
or "against" Christianity. YetJager's reading of Wordsworth falls prey to a
similar trap, deeming The Prelude a poem that "wrestles with the apparent
incommensurability of intentionaUty and differentiation," the former
dekvering the reader with "automatic" meaning, as thelatter "offers multiple
sites of authority" (186). That Wordsworth's poetry readily engages with
tensive relationships might well be usefully read through the lens of design,
but the labyrinthine way in which this suggestion is proposed does not
always serve to accommodate the romanticist scholar.
Jager does claim, however, that the framing chapters of his book are
written for "those readers who are not professional literary critics, and to
those literary critics who are not romanticists" (37). He thus extends the
above debates into the present in the closing chapters, using examples such
as ReligionforDummies (2002), a 1998 biography of Ewan McGregor (in which
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he describes his childhood revelation that all religion is hypocritical), and a
2004 interview with Richard Dawkins (ever the unthinking atheist) to reflect
on questions of authority and belief. Jager's coda even compares the
academic anti-theory movement with creationism, both desperate to ascribe
meaning to texts and the world by "linking intention to meaning through the
offices of an author" (226). Similarly, both are set on fleeing from the
arbitrariness of meaning ("theory" and "evolution" are, we are told,
interpretations of the world rather than facts) by running away from
modernity back into intentionality. This move, however, can only be thought
by the modern subject forJager ("the desire to escape modernity is also one
of the things that it means to be modern," he writes [226—27]). He ends on
the deduction that the power of literature, Uke all ideas, evolutionary or
otherwise, is that it transforms meaning, rather than explains it away, at once
dispelling the illusion that secularization is an event that has "happened" and
can therefore be either championed or rejected. Jager's assertion that
Romanticism shapes an endlessly differentiated world of intentionless
meaning even as it invites reflection on such meaning is not in itself new (as
David Jasper's, Thomas Dixon's, and Mark Canuel's work confirms), but, in
its grounding in the debate on design, offers us a new route into big themes
like nature and the imagination. What Jager does teach us is that literary
critics can no longer complacently approach the question of Romantic
religion by displacing it onto historical detail, abstract theology, or the still
ever-present secularization narrative.
*

Darius A. Spieth, Napoleon's Sorcerers: The Sophisians. Newark:
University of Delaware Press, 2007. Pp. 215. $65.00.
Reviewed by Melanie Byrd, Valdosta State University
Napoleon's Sorcerers: The Sophisians is a scholarly, nuanced, and multifaceted
examination of the role of Egyptian-rite of Freemasonry in the cultural and
intellectual environment of early nineteenth-century France. The author
asserts that the practices and canon of the Sophisian Order, founded in
1800/1801, were directly connected to contemporary phenomena ranging
from Napoleonic propaganda to the ambiguous boundaries between
rationalism and mysticism in modern culture. Based on extensive use of
manuscript sources, including both texts and images, the work weaves
together various threads of individual careers, art history, popular theater,
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cultural politics, colonialism, and Egyptomania into a cohesive study of
thought at the turn of the nineteenth century.
The Sophisian Order,which practiced Egyptian-rite Freemasonry, is the
vehicle through which Darius Spieth analy2es the uses of ancient Egyptian
mysteries in French culture during the Napoleonic era and Restoration. He
maintains that the Sophisian Order comprised a cross section of the
intellectual elite of First Empire France and was the earliest, longest lived,
and most prestigious Egyptian-rite society in early nineteenth-century France.
Original initiates came from among soldiers and scholars who had partici
pated in Napoleon Bonaparte's Egyptian Campaign of 1798—1801. These
Sophisians functioned as scientific sorcerers who conjured images of an
esoteric Egypt that formed part of the Napoleonic legend and helped to
define of the episteme of Napoleonic power.
The Egyptian Campaign and the publication of the lavish, multivolume
Description de I'D^te (1809—22) that resulted from the campaign fueled
romantic Egyptomania and helped to obscure the strategic failure of the
French invasion. Napoleon recruited civilian artists, scientists, and engineers
to accompany the army. Their purpose was to study Egypt in accordance
with European definitions of science, reason, and progress in order to make
Egypt a profitable, modern colony. A few of the prominent future Sophis
ians in the campaign included engineer Michel-Ange Lancret who described
the discovery of the Rosetta Stone and later became an editor of the
Description de ITd^pte, mathematician Gaspard Monge, and Generals Jacques
Menou andJean-Louis Reynier.Ironically, many of the scholars and soldiers,
while espousing agendas of the European Enlightenment, felt a deep
attraction toward what they perceived as the esoteric wisdom of ancient
Egypt. Sophisians reinterpreted some of the intellectual framework of the
problematic colonizing mission. According to Spieth, "rather than reshaping
Egypt in their likeness, the colonizers' thoughts and actions adjusted to their
new cultural environment. The result was a hybrid in which an always
inscrutable and mysterious Egypt existed in an uneasy symbiosis with the
rationalism of the Enlightenment" (57).
The Urns d'or (Golden Books) reflect the purpose of the Sophisians and
their interpretation and uses of Egyptian mysticism. The earliest surviving
Urn d'or (1813) placed less emphasis on esoteric mysteries and rituals than
the ornate 1819-21 version, illustrated by miniaturist and set designer MarieNicolas Ponce-Camus. Spieth argues that if the 1813 manuscript represents
an original Uvre d'or, then it would confirm late nineteenth century accounts
"of how the military overtones of the order under Napoleon's rule gave way
to the festive and polite mystery cult of the Restoration that Ponce-Camus
portrayed by 1819" (19). Pseudo-Egyptian symbols, the cult of Isis, and
esoteric wisdom had acquired anticlerical connotations in the wake of the
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Revolution and, following the Egyptian Campaign, they were associated with
Napoleon's regime. After the Restoration, the overtly Napoleonic associa
tions of Sophisian ritual and symbols were denied, though they still
functioned covertly as a focal point for Bonapartists.
The imaginative thinker behind the Sophisian Order was playwright
Cuvlier de Trie who had written republican propaganda pieces during the
revolution, and who supported Napoleonic militarism. He presided over the
order and commissioned Ponce-Camus to paint the Egyptiani2ing images in
the 1819 Um d'or. As more initiates from the theater world joined the order
during the Restoration, Sophisian works increasingly stressed elaborate
Hermetic rimals derived from Greco-Egyptian syncretism and Italian NeoPlatonists. Spieth states that Sophisians differed from other Masonic orders
because they deliberately smdied and used ideas from Hermetic texts and the
resulting rimals were "a tme Gesamtkunstjverk, where painting, theatre, and
music merged into a holistic experience" (106).
During the course of the Revolution, the power of the Catholic Church
in France diminished, leaving a spirimal vacuum. Spieth maintains that one
psychological need that esoteric organizations like the Sophisians filled was
to offer a sense of community and to provide certainty in a politically,
socially, and spirimally tumulmous era. Sophisian syncretism was paradoxical
and appealed to an increased sense of individualism that emerged in the
revolutionary and post-revolutionary climate.
While Sophisian literature invoked imaginary occult Egypt, it also
connected to real, contemporary simations. Words like "liberte," "lumiere,"
and "patrie" that were part of the revolutionary vocabulary appeared in
Sophisian works. More importantly, Speith argues that the approach that
Sophisians took to unveiling Isis, who symbolized nature, reflected modem
rationality. Through inteUecmal effort Sophisian initiates could understand
the secrets of namre/Isis. Earlier practitioners of Egyptian mysticism had
clearly believed that namre's mysteries were unfathomable and that Isis could
not be unveiled. Thus, Sophisian rimal offered, paradoxically, a modern path
to knowledge that was simultaneously mystical and scientific, spirimal and
scholarly.
Sophisian rimals and images also appeared in a surprisingly public
context. Egyptomania had a wide appeal and was especially prominent in the
world of boulevard theater. The Ambigu-Comique and Cirque Olympique
were particularly successful small theaters that survived Napoleonic
legislation restricting private theaters. Both had strong Sophisian connec
tions, either in their management or creative contributors. Sophisians
participated in a social network that extended throughout the theater world.
Moreover, elements ofFreemasonry provided plots, scenery, symbolism, and
subtexts for popular melodramas. However cliched and orientalist such
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Egyptian imagery was, it provided a new mythology to replace the sacred
myths and rituals of the overmrned divine right monarchy. Through fantasy
and imagination, audience members, while less educated than Sophisian
initiates, could partake of spiiimal fulfillment and social empowerment
through passive participation in theatrical spectacles.
Historians cannot uncover what individual Sophisians thought or the
extent to which they believed in the ideas and rituals of the Sophisian canon.
Yet Spieth thoroughly documents the creative output of various Sophisians,
and he details their professional and social networks. He uses recent
scholarship in the cultural history of the revolutionary and post-revolutionary
eras to provide social and intellectual contexts for the secret society. The
illustrations in the work are integral to understanding the author's semiotic
analysis of Sophisian literature, and they offer insight into Sophisian thought
and imagination. Ultimately, though, the focus of the work is on the larger
issue of how individuals at the turn of the nineteenth century attempted to
reconcile Enlightenment rationalism with mysticism. Appropriately for its
subject matter, N^oko/i'sSorcerers follows a lab3ninthine path that contributes
to fuller awareness of the complexities and epistemological dilemmas of the
modem era.

